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Vol. XVII.—Novembeu, 1848.—No 11.

Art. I. Reply to the Essay of Dr. Boone on the proper render-

ing of the words Elohim and ©eog into the Chinese language,

contained on pp. 17, 57, et scq. By W. II. Medhurst, d. d

( Continuedfrom page 520.)

On page 41, Dr. Boone quotes an expression from Chu futsz’,

f which he renders, “ Ruler means that (It) or-

der (or destiny) is master.” This rendering, while it conveys no

definite idea to the English reader, is we believe not in accordance

with the original, which doubtless means, “The Supreme is [he who

takes] the fitness of things as his rule (or guide).” The latter part

of this phrase occurs in the Sing-u fit fi Sect. 8., p. 5, and its ex-

planation there may serve to guide us as to its sense here. The

passage is, P) gg Q £ ^l) flj. {ft PJ] — if f/,
*

when the principle of order is taken for the rule or

guide, then the mind is disinterested and clear, without a single

atom of selfish feeling.” The commentator says, that the “ when

men obscure the principle of order by their selfish feeling, then they

are sometimes dark
;

for the principle of order cannot co-exist with

selfish desires; but ^ when a man can take

the principle of order as his rule or guide, then the lusts of other

things do not obscure him, and his mind is naturally clear, disinte-

rested, limpid, and intelligent.” That the Supreme Being should

make the fitness of things the rule of his conduct, is an idea not

foreign to Christian theology
;

Dr. Pye Sindh, in his Discourses on

the Sacrifice and Priesthood of Christ, says,
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“The requirements of the moral law are not the dictates of the mere or

sovereign will of the Deity, but the results of the real nature of things, and

the propriety of relations. The will which determined the present consti-

tution of moral obligations acted from motive
;
and the motive or reason

which led to the result, was that ground of propriety for which we plead. If

the moral law be the result of the real nature of moral things, the actual rea-

son of the moral law must have been an intrinsic excellence in the disposi-

tions and actions approved. This reason of the moral law is eternal and

unalterable, and the obligation of the law which rests upon it must always

be the same. If we attempt to ascend higher, in tracing the reason of the

will of God, we arrive at the total perfection of the Divine nature, as the

infinitely glorious and absolute, the Sum and Essence of all good, the pri-

mary and ultimate reason of all that is wise, right, and morally beautiful.

Higher we cannot go.”

—

p. 180.

Dr. Boone then proceeds to produce his proof that the ^ Pien

worshiped at the winter solstice is the Z # T’ien chi shin,

and that this ^ ^ jjjljl T'ien chi shin is ^ Shangti. It

is worthy of observation how he continues to render ^ ^ jjjfjj

t'icn chi shin, “ the god or gods of heaven,” without having produc-

ed one passage from Chinese classics or dictionaries, which deter-

mine the explanation of the phrase in the above sense. This, let it

be remembered, is the very point in dispute, for unless the word Shin

necessarily means God, it is useless to persist in thus translating it.

In the quotation from the Pei IVan Yun-ffi« t. ® Iff,
given

on page 42, the phrase Hwang t'icn chi shin is

translated “ the God of Imperial Heaven,” which rendering, accord-

ing to the usus loquendi of the Chinese, is inadmissible;

Hwang t'ien is a well-known combination, designating the Supreme

Potentate; Imperial Heaven in Chinese phraseology does not mean

the visible heavens, nor the place where the Supreme holds his court,

but the power that rules in Heaven, the Supreme himself. Shin,

therefore, in this connection, can not be rendered God, as in such

case it would convey the idea of the God of the Supreme Potentate,

implying a doctrine which the Chinese do not hold; for they do not

believe that the Supreme has a God. It must therefore be translated

spirit, in the same way that rjjj* ^ Ti chi shin, and _j^ Iffjf

1$ Shangti chi shin, mean the spirit of the Supreme, which we

have seen, according to the ancient classics, and the Ritual of the

present dynasty, approaches and approves of the sacrifice offered.

I)r. Rooue thinks he has done right in rendering this phrase the

"god of Imperial Heaven,” because the Shin of heaven in other
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places is called Shangti

;

but we would observe, in reply, that there

is some difference between the Shin of heaven, and the Shin of Impe-

rial Heaven
;

for while it is possible that the single word Heaven

may refer to a place, the compound term Imperial Heaven must,

according to the usus loquendi of the Chinese, refer to a person
;

and while T*ien chi shin might be called Shangti in the sense of the

spirit of heaven, Hwang t'icri chi shin could not be used with the

same reference. Again, Hwang t'icn and Shangti are interchange-

able terms, and Hwang t'icn chi shin would be equivalent to Shang-

ti chi shin
;
to say, that either of these is Shangti

,

would belike

calling Shangti, the spirit, or even the God, of Shangti. Shin,

therefore, in this connection, must mean spirit, and not God.

Dr. Boone then introduces a remark of Chit fitsz’ when com-

menting on the ^5 ^jp
Kidu tih sing, a chapter of the

jjj|(

Li Ki, which he thus translates :
“ Shangti is the same as Heaven

if we collect the gods of heaven and name them, then we call them

Shangti (Ruler on High).” Weshould render the passage, “Shang-
ti is the same as Heaven

;
if we were to collect together [in thought]

the spiritual energies of Heaven, and speak of it (i. e. the collection),

we should call it Shangti.” Here, as usual, we differ about the

translation of the word Shin, Dr Boone assuming it to mean gods,

and we giving the meaning sanctioned by Chinese authorities, viz.

spirit, or spiritual energy. VVe also differ as to whether Shin is to

be taken here in the abstract or concrete. Dr. Boone chooses the

latter; on that supposition, the sentence would mean, that if we were

to collect all the invisible personages of heaven, and speak of them

collectively, we should call them, in their collective capacity, Shang-

ti, Ruler on High. To this interpretation, however, we object. The
collection of celestial personages may form a court or conclave, but

no assemblage of officials or authorities could ever form an individual

ruler. We conceive, therefore, that the term must be taken in the

abstract. The way in which the Chinese represent it is something

like the following. Shangti is T’ien, Heaven, or the Divinity.

The Shin, or spiritual energies of heaven, are diffused throughout all

nature; when viewed only as producing wind or rain, such portion

of the celestial energies, if personified, would be called

fnng pik, the manager of the wind, or |]jtj
^jjj

yu sz’, the director

of the rain; or if viewed as guiding the revolutions of the heavenly

bodies, and the various seasons, would be ^ ^ Inh tsung, the six

honored ones. But supposing all the spiritual energies of heaven
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collected into one and personified, the name attached to the indivi

dual possessing in himself all celestial energies, would be Shangti.

Should it be objected, that in this way there would be two divini-

ties, Heaven and Shangti, we reply, in the words of the Chinese

writer, that Shangti and Heaven are the same.

The explanation suggested by Dr. Boone has been proposed to

several Chinese teachers, and not one of them has assented to it.

On the supposition that the Shin of heaven are to be taken here in

the concrete, as the various invisible intelligences of the celestial

world, the Chinese, who have been asked, immediately begin to com-

pare them with the officers of the imperial court, and then say, that

if such officers were collected in any conceivable numbers, they

never could constitute one emperor, or receive the designation of the

ruler of a country
;
and so, they add, the various intelligences of

heaven, which taken in the plural must be considered as subordinate

spirits, could never be looked upon as one Supreme. Hence, they

say, the Shin here must be taken in the abstract sense as the spirit-

ual energies of heaven, something like the X 2. # $£ El
given

in Ktinghi (see Inquiry, page 92).

The quotation regarding the T'ien shin being most honorable and

without compare we have already referred to.

Much stress is laid (page 43) on some passages adduced from

commentators, that the kiau sacrifice, presented at the winter

solstice, is not offered to the material heaven, but to ien

shin, which Dr. Boone renders the god or gods of heaven, and which

we translate the spirit or spirits of heaven. Regarding this sacri-

fice, it will be merely necessary to state that the Chinese do not pre-

tend to offer it to the material heavens, but to the Divinity, who is

designated by them '[’ien, Shangti, or Ti
;

see the pjj

Chung Yung, p. 14, and Theology of the Chinese, p. 204. It is ad-

mitted that the Chinese consider the Divinity, in their estimation, a

spiritual being, and that they call him ^ ien cM
shin, and ^ §|:* T’ien chi ling, the spirit of heaven

;
the only

question is how these terms are to be rendered
;

to translate them

the god or gods of heaven, would be a petitio principii. The first

thing requisite is to see what they mean elsewhere, and then we

shall be better able to judge as to what they mean here. In the

Inquiry, it has been shown that the word shin, according to Chinese

definitions of the term, means spirit
; Dr. Boone has not proved, in

the same way, that it means Cod; he is therefore not entitled thus
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to render it here. If the classics and dictionaries are to be onr

guides, Jk # T' ten skin means the spirit or spirits of lieaven
;

and if the Chinese were asked with reference to the combination,

which is the most important of the two, 'Pien, or Shin,

they would undoubtedly reply, Pien and not Shin. The Shin, if

standing alone, would be comparatively small in their estimation
;

while the Pien, if found unassociated with the Shin, would of itself

convey to them an idea of the Divinity : it is Pien that gives dignity

to the Shin, and not Shin to the Pien. Just as with us, if the

phrase “Spirit of Heaven” were used for the Divinity, the word

spirit would derive all its weight and importance from its connection

with heaven, while standing alone it would signify nothing beyond

the common order of spiritual beings. And as it would be improper

to argue from a use of the phrase, that spirit meant God, so it would

be improper to reason in like manner with regard to Shin. The in-

ference drawn from the whole by Dr. Boone is that the object or

objects worshiped at the winter solstice is a being or beings called

Shin; we have shown, however, that the object worshiped on that

occasion is the Divinity, under the name of 'Pien, Shdngti, or Ti

;

he is called a Shin, because he is a spiritual being, but it does not

follow that Shin means. God, but as Dr. Boone himself (p. 44) ren-

ders it an invisible being.

The passage quoted from the Wu King Pung-•.Eisa*
on page 45, only proves that M % ± «** t'ien Shdngti is

the greatest of the celestial Shin, or invisible intelligences of heaven.

The next passage quoted merely shows, that the pure offering pre-

sented to heaven did not belong to the other Shin. Respecting

which we have nothing to observe, but that Shin does not in the

above instances mean gods, as Dr. Boone, without sufficient reason,

translates it, but spiritual beings.

The quotation on page 45, intended to show that Shdngti is a

Ji Z. i# Shin of heaven, and that the Shin of heaven are six,

consisting of ^ X ± *fj?
Hau t'ien Shdngti, and the five Ti,

only goes to prove that, according to this commentator on the Li

Ki, the spirits of heaven are six, and that Shdngti is among the

number. Other commentators, however, reckon the six spirits of

heaven differently, as may be seen by reference to the Shu King
and other works.

We now come to the quotations from the ^ Yun-han sec-

tion of the Bonk of Odes, page 46, regarding which Dr Boone says,
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that this passage would, of itscdf, fully sustain his position, that Shin

is the generic term for God in Chinese; because the poet not only-

uses Shin as the general name for all the beings worshiped, but says

that Shdngti is the chief of the class. But the whole question turns

upon the meaning of Shin in the passage; it is not enough to say

that Shin is the general name for all the beings worshiped, and that

Shdngti is the chief of the class, without showing what the class is

under which the whole of these beings are arranged. We have else-

where shown that Shin means a spirit, and we might infer that it

means spiritual beings here also. The commentators however do

not leave us without some warrant for this conclusion.

In the first section of this Ode, the poet says, “ there is not a Shin,

or spiritual being, to whom they had not attended which the com-

mentator explains to mean ‘that when calamities come upon the

country, they searched about for all the ^ jjjfjj
Kwei shin, in order

to sacrifice to them.” For the second paragraph, the poet says,

“ there is not a Shin whom we have not honored;” which the com-

mentator explains by saying, that “he generally alluded to the Kwei

shin, to whom he had sacrificed.” In speaking of those who did not

come to his assistance, the poet merely refers to Hau-tseh,

and Shdngti; here, says the commentator, “ he did not allude to the

other Kwei shin, and only referred to those u'ho u'ere honorable and

nearly related, that he might include the rest therein.” Now by

Kwei shin the Chinese mean spirits in general
;
and as the word

Shin is here considered as synonymous with Kwei shin, we conclude

that the writer intended by the term Shin, spirits in general. The

Shin of the ancestral temple was ^ Hau-tseh, referring to

the manes of their first ancestor, and therefore a spirit; and as the

Shin mentioned in connection with the ancestral temple also means

spirit, we may conclude that the Shin mentioned in connection with

the border sacrifice means spirit also. Thus the word Shin through-

out means spirit; and the whole strain of the passage imports that,

from Shdngti to Hau-tseh there was not a spiritual being to whom

they had not offered sacrifice in order to avert the calamity that

pressed upon them. The quotation proves, therefore, that Shin is

the general name for the whole class of invisible beings, and that

Shdngti was the chief of such beings.

Yen-tsz’s 7- address to the duke Hwan, is then alluded

to (page 48), where the statesman says; “If Shdngti be a Shin, he

can not be. deceived
;
and if he be not a Shin, it is of no use to pray

to hint.’ Here again, the whole force of the argument adduced by
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1

Dr Boone lies in t he interpretation given to the word Shin. The

observation of the writer would appear sufficiently clear, if we under-

stood him to say, “If Shangti be an invisible and intelligent being,

he can not be deceived
;
but if he be not an invisible and intelligent

being, it is of no use to pray to him.” The Chinese consider their

spirits so perspicacious and intelligent as to be above the possibility

of being deceived by mortal men; without assigning to every spi r it

those attributes of power and perfection that are attached by them

to the Divinity

;

indeed some of their spirits are represented as mere

sprites and elves, of a mischievous and malevolent character, and

therefore we must conclude that the word, when applied to the whole

class, denotes no more than spirits or spiritual beings.

Dr. Boone then (page 49) alludes to the prayers used in the na-

tional worship, according to the
/pj jjj^

Chau Li, and affims that

those prayers were addressed to the Shin Kwei %, and KH
adding that they were presented at a time when the people sacri-

ficed to heaven, earth, and ancestors. From this we perceive, that

the objects sacrificed to were the great powers of nature, with de-

ceased progenitors; and that the Shin, Kwei, and KH were the spirits

of those objects, sometimes used elliptically for the objects them-

selves. The annual prayer for grain was said to be offered to Slicing-

li, from which we are left to infer that Shangti is included among
the spiritual beings to whom prayers were offered; to all which we
have no objection to offer. But from neither statement are we en-

titled to infer that the spirits of the object sacrificed to were the

gods of those objects, or that all spiritual beings are gods, because

Shangti is reckoned among them. It appears from the whole, that

the Chinese prayed to heaven, earth, and deceased men, for certain

blessings; showing that they considered these capable of conferring

the good things they sought. But we may observe, that heaven, earth,

and ancestors were the beings on whom they relied, and their spirits

were prayed to only as connected with those beings. They would

not have prayed to the Kwei, if those Kwei had not belonged to then-

own ancestors. So also they would not have called upon the Shin

and KH, if they had not belonged to heaven and earth; which great

powers of nature were the objects of their worship. There was

one peculiarity, however, connected with Shangti, viz., that he was

not otdy regarded as a spiritual being, and sometimes called the

spirit of heaven, but he was at the same time the Lord of heaven

and earth, and therefore superior to the heaven and earth over

which he ruled.
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The six kinds of prayers were said to be offered to the Shin, Kwei
,

and K'i, or spiritual beings generally; the first of these is spoken of

as the lui, which is said to be a sacrifice to Shangti
;
and from

this it is inferred that Shangti is one of the Shin to whom those ser-

vices were offered. Upon this we have nothing further to remark,

but that we have already acknowledged Shangti to be a spiritual

being, in which capacity prayers are offered to him
;
but this does

not establish the doctrine that all spiritual beings are gods.

That the word Shin does not of itself mean anything great, will

appear by a reference to the
Jj|J

j|® Chau Li, section 2d, where

the expression jjjljj jj^ Great Shirt and K'i occurs in the text,

respecting which the commentator tells us, that “ the great Shin and

K'i refer to heaven and earth and another commentator remarks,

_ “ that although the Shin and K'i are here called great, yet unless con-

nected with heaven and earth, they could not sustain the honor of

such an appellation; for there is nothing greater than heaven and

earth.” From which we perceive that the Shin and K'i are not

great in themselves, and can be so denominated only in consequence

of their connection with heaven and earth, which are, in the esti-

mation of the writer above quoted, the great powers of nature, impart-

ing some of their own greatness to the spirits which belong to them.

Thus it appears, that the Shin and K'i are only the spirits of heaven

and earth, possessing no greatness in themselves, but deriving their

greatness from the beings with whom they are connected
;

in the

same way as with spirits spoken of in the western world.

In drawing his conclusion from what he has brought forward, Dr.

Boone observes, “that the class of beings called Shin, being the

highest class worshiped by the Chinese, must be regarded as the gods

of China, and Shin as the generic name for God in the Chinese lan-

guage.” In reply to this, we may observe, that we have abundantly

proved Shin to be the generic name for spirits in the Chinese lan-

guage, including a larger range of beings, than what are usually

ermed gods in any country :* while it is never used for God, par

* The word Shin is descriptive of a genus, including in it the following

Classes: l. a Supreme Being, or beings, who from their act and attributes

must be considered divine ; 2. Invisible Intelligences, who are supposed to be

in charge of various departments and objects in nature, subordinate to a

higher power ; 3. The souls of men, whether belonging to living or dead

persons ; 4 Mischievous sprites and elves, ghosts and apparitions; 5. animal

excitement, vigor of intellect, temper and disposition of mind ; 6. according

fo some, certain spiritual energies of nature, which contract and expand in
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excellence by any Chinese writer. Dr. Boone, in anticipation of these

objections, lias said, “Everything depends upon the sense in which

the word God is used. If the word Gocl is understood to mean a

self-existent, eternal, almighty Being, the Creator of heaven and

earth, &.c., we are quite aware that Shin does not mean God. But

we are not contending that Shin means the true God, or was ever

used by the Chinese to designate such a Being as the one described

above; because they have no knowledge of a self-existent, eternal,

almighty Being, who created heaven and earth.” To this we.npry

reply, that in endeavoring to ascertain what term the Chinese use,^

for God, we are not to bring forward such an idea of the Deity as is

peculiar to those who possess Divine Revelation, but we are to ask

whether they had any idea of God par excellence at all
;
and having

ascertained that they have some notion of a Supreme Being, however

imperfect in itself, we may legitimately ask, Is such a Being by them

designated Shin

1

Is he known to them under the name of Shin ? Does

Shin call up the idea of such a being to their minds, and were we

to use Shin in writing and speaking among them, should we be

understood as meaning God by way of eminence? To all these

inquiries, a negative answer only can be returned: and the inference

therefrom is, that Shin does hot convey to the Chinese mind the

natural idea of God, so far as the Chinese know him.

The idea they had of God, was of an originating, overshadowing,

protecting, and governing something; and to that something they

gave the name of THcn
,

7’i, or Shangti, but

they did not give to that something the name of Shin ; which, there-

fore is not the name for the primary idea of God that the Chinese

entertained, and can not be the generic or appellative name for God

in the language. In this respect Shin does not answer to 0£o? and

Ueus among the Greeks and Romans : for they used these words

alone for God, par excellence, while the Chinese never use Shin in

the same sense.

On page 51, Dr. Boone says, “Although we admit that the word

Shin is never used by the Chinese to designate the self-existent,

almighty Being who made heaven and earth, still we contend that

the highest being they have ever conceived of is included in the class

called Shin.” We will admit the first part of the above statement,

because the Chinese have no idea of such a being (see Inquiry,

order to produce the phenomena, of nature.—These last seem to be looked
upon as void of intelligence, and the doctrine regarding them is in some
measure connected with materialism.

VOL. XVII NO. XL TO
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page 5) ;
and there is no need of contending for the latter, as we do

nut deny it : but we may be allowed to ask, Will Dr. Boone contend

that the word S/tin is used by the Chinese to designate the highest

being they have ever conceived of? Could it be shown from com-
petent authority, and in unmistakable terms, that the word Shin is

used habitually to designate God by way of eminence, in the Chi-

nese language, ythe question would be set at rest : but to show that

the highest beitig of whom the Chinese have ever conceived is in-

cluded in the class called Shin, proves nothing. The highest being

of whom we have ever conceived is included in the class called spi-

rits
;
but the word spirit is not used alone to designate that being

amongst us, as the word Shin is not used alone to designate God
par excellence amongst the Chinese.

In order to sustain the inferior meaning which he attaches to the

word Dod, Dr. Boone then quotes Cudworth as saying, that which

seems to be essentially included in the pagan notion of the word god or

gods when taken in general, is a respect to religious worship
;
where-

fore a god, in general, according to the sense of pagan theists may
(

he says, be thus defined :
“ An understanding being, superior to men,

not originally derived from senseless matter, and looked upon as an

object for men’s religious worship.’’ Here we may observe, that

Cudworth’s object in his 4th chapter was to set forth the idea of God,

in answer to the atheistic argument: hence he shows (§8) that

the most compendious idea of God is an absolutely perfect being,

including not only intellectuality and necessary existences, but om-

ni-causality and infinite power; that (§ 9) absolute perfection im-

plies knowledge and goodness; and that (§10) this idea of God

includes unity in it, since there can be but one supreme and infinite-

ly perfect being. He then supposes an objection (§11) against

this idea of God, as artificial and not natural, because almost all na-

tions have practiced polytheism
;
which objection he controverts by

saying that (§12, 13) the pagan polytheists did not assert the exist-

ence of many unmade, independent deities. From which he con-

cludes (§14) that the Pagan polytheism must be understood ac-

cording to another equivocation in the word God, as used for cre-

ated intellectual beings superior to men, and that are yet worshiped

by their votaries
;

for “ the pagans,’’ he says, “.held both many gods

and one God, iw different senses -, thus the general notion of the

word god<, as including every intelligent being superior to man,

that may be looked upon as an object of religious worship, is again

restrained and limited in the divisiea 1 of it
;

for such a God may be
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either unproduced, and consequently self existent, or else produced

and dependent on some higher being as its cause. In the former

sense the intelligent pagans acknowledged only one God
;
and in the

latter many understanding beings, which though produced were ye*

supposed to be superior to men, and worshiped. Thus the pagan

theists were both polytheists and monotheists in different senses :”

that is, if the word God be understood in the inferior sense of pro-

duced, and yet worshiped beings, they acknowledged many gods
;

but if in the sense of the unproduced Supreme, they acknowledged

only one God.

Cudworth then goes on to show that most of the Grecian philoso-

phers held the doctrine of one God, while they looked upon the ob-

jects of popular worship as naturally inferior to the one Supreme
;

and adds, “ nothing now remains, but to show how the pagans put a

difference between the one supreme unmade Deity and all other in-

ferior generated gods. Which we are the rather concerned to do,

because it is notorious, that they did many times confound them to-

gether. Passages to this affect abounding in pagan writings, it is no

wonder if many, considering their theology but superficially, have

been led into an error, and occasioned thereby to conclude the pagans

not to have asserted a divine monarchy; the contrary whereunto

though it be already sufficiently proved, it may not be amiss here to

show how the pagans distinguished in many ways between the one

supreme God, and their other inferior deities. First, they had ma-

ny proper names for one and the same supreme God, and distin-

guished him frequently by the appellatives themselves, when used not

for a god in a general, but for the God, or God by way of eminency
;

and thus 6 ©so? and ©so? are often taken by the Greeks, not for a

god or one of the gods, but for God or the supreme Deity
;
and as the

singular ©so? was thus often used by the Greeks for God, in the

way of eminency, that is for the supreme Deity, so was likewise the

plural ©soi frequently used by them for the inferior by way of dis-

tinction from the supreme.”

From the above extracts it would appear that the pagan philoso"

pliers of the western world looked upon the made and unmade gods

as naturally distinct from each other
;
and that when the same term

was applied to both classes, it was used in different senses. The
natural idea of God, according to Cudworth, is that of an underived,

almighty Being, possessing infinite power and goodness, producing

all things and ruling over the universe. The term came to be ap-
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plied improperly, he thinks, to an inferior class of generated or derived

beings;* but it could be attached to them, only by lowering the ori'

ginal import of the term from that of designating infinite power and

perfection, to that of merely describing beings who are the objects

of religious worship. If we apply this to the subject under discussion,

we shall find that exactly the reverse of all this is the case with

regard to the word Shin among the Chinese.

Amongst the Greeks, the word Geo; was used in its primary and

complete sense to designate the one all-perfect being, or God by way

of eminence; but only applied in a secondary and restricted sense to

the various inferior objects of worship
;
whereas among the Chinese,

the word Shin is used in its primary and complete sense when appli-

ed to spiritual intelligences of every kind, and is never used (alone and

irrespective of other terms) to designate God by way of eminence.

We may add, also, that when the word Shin is used descriptively,

..with reference to the Supreme, it is only employed in its natural sense

of a spiritual intelligence, and not in that of a supreme or perfect

being.

We have no need to lower or restrict the import of the term Shin,

according to the usns loquendi of the Chinese, in order to apply it to

the lowest and most vicious spiritual intelligence; for it is as fully

applicable to the human soul, and to mischievous sprites, as it is

(with reverence we speak it) to the Supreme Being : in the same way

as the word spirit among us is used in one and the same sense

when describing the spirits of heaven, as when speaking of the an-

imal spirits of human beings. It does not therefore correspond to ©sos

and Drus, as those words were used by the Greeks and Romans.

Further, Cudworth assures us, that the words Geo; and o Geos were

among the Greeks often taken for God, by way of eminence, or the

Supreme : while the plural form of the word Geoi was frequently

used by them for inferior beings, by way of distinction from the

supreme. We may safely affirm, however, that this is not the case

among the Chinese : the word Shin is never used in the singular

and alone, to designate God by way of eminence ;
and when it is

* One Chinese writer quoted in the Tsz'-sz' Tsing-hwa,* & an 9
% -tii fr t# Bb fir tS
of invisible and intelligent beings, and qtj

rwh
jjjfj Heaven received the essence reason in order to produce invisible

and intelligent beings: sp that the idea entertained by the Greeks is not un-

known to the Chinese.
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used in the plural, as in the case of jjjf|} yeh shin, the hundred

shin, it is not at all lowered or restricted its in meaning
;
but every one

of those hundred shin

,

the Shin kwdi, ghosts and hobgob-

lins, or the 35 ||l ngohshin, which Morrison calls evil spirits, yea

even the yih shin jjjfjj,
the Shin of pestilence, is as much and

truly a Shin, (that is, a spiritual being) as Shangti is. In respect

to their spiritual nature, the Shin of every kind are in no way dis*

tinguished from the Supreme.

With regard to Cudworth’s definition of the word god or gods,

as indicating “an understanding being, superior to man, and looked

upon as an object of men’s religious worship,” we have already

seen that in his estimation such was not the natural idea of God
j

but only a definition to which he thought himself compelled to resort,

under the circumstances of the case; because the Greeks had been

in the habit of using deo<: for God by way of eminence, and apply-

ing the same term to a variety of generated and inferior beings; in

order to reconcile which inconsistency, he was induced to enlarge the

signification of the word ©so?. We may observe, however, that

that same necessity does not exist with regard to the Chinese; they

having never been in the habit of designating God by way of emi-

nence, Shin, while they constantly apply that term to every kind of

invisible intelligences. It is not necessary, therefore, for us to adopt

such a wide definition of the word God, as far as the Chinese are

concerned.

Further, on reference to the Chinese classics and dictionaries,

we do not find such a definition employed with the view of explaining

any term that can possibly be construed to mean Divinity. The
word which most readily conveys to the Chinese the idea of Divinity

is ^ 7r ien, Heaven
;
and yet in defining Heaven they do not say

that it is the Being who is the especial object of religious worship:

'but say, that Heaven is the one great one, who dwells on high and

regulates all below. They call Heaven the great Framer from

whom all things originally come, and who disposes of all things

according to his own decree
;
in short, in the words of Morrison,

Heaven is the unknown God of Confucius. In illustrating any.*

thing as divine, the Chinese do not say that it is an object of reli-

gious worship, but that it resembles Heaven; when they wish to

say, that Ti means God, they assert that Ti is synonymous with

Heaven, and is one of the names of Heaven
;
when they wish to

exalt their living monarchs by ascribing the most exalted epithets
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to them, they call their emperor Heaven or the Divinity; his throne

is Heaven’s throne, his presence, Heaven’s countenance; his envoys,

Heaven’s messengers; and his troops, Heaven’s soldiers, &-c. When
they intend to pay divine honors to imperial ancestors after death,

all which we conclude, that in the estimation of the Chinese, the

criterion of divinity is that it resembles Heaven, and not that it is

merely the object of religious worship.

In endeavoring to ascertain what any given people think of an

object or being, we should take such rule of judgment as they are

themselves in the habit of using. A criterion adapted for the sphere

of Christianity would not assist us in forming an accurate estimate

of the opinion of Greek and Roman philosophers; and so a rule of

judgment which would be applicable to western pagans, might not

suit those of the eastern world. To judge of the system of either, a

criterion acknowledged by themselves must be employed.

It may be well, however, to inquire how far the definition adopted

by Cudworth, as a description of the gods of Greece and Rome,

will suit the Shin of China, viz, “ an understanding being superior to

man, and an object of religious worship.’ It has been demonstrated

in the Inquiry, that Shin includes the soul and mind of a living man,

together wijth the vivacity and spirit displayed in his conduct, which

qualities and portions of his being are never worshiped. It has been

shown also in the preceding pages that Shin
,
in the concrete, fre-

quently refers to ghosts and hobgoblins, fairies and elves, which are

not with the Chinese objects of religious veneration
;
there are also

many Kwei, or manes of dead men, called also Shin, which, on

account of the neglect or extermination of their descendants, are

never worshiped. So that it is not an exact and complete definition

of Shin to say that it is an object of religious worship. But let us

endeavor to ascertain whether, in the estimation of the Chinese,

worship is considered as distinctive of Divinity.

It is well known that the word pai, means merely bowing the

head, or letting fall the hands, as a token of submission and obe-

dience. It is used with reference to the act of homage paid to

sovereigns, parents, and teachers, and is even employed to designate

the acts of civility which take place among friends. It is not con-

fined to the act of homage paid to invisible beings
;
indeed K:inghi,

in his definition of the word pai, does not refer to invisible beings at

all. The word tsung, which, according to the Imperial Diction-

ary, means “high and honorable; to fill and pile up high: to reve-

associate them with Heaven in sacrifice. From
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rence and respect,” does not convey to the Chinese mind, any idea

beyond that of veneration
;
and even with the addition of pai, doe3

not in their estimation, designate especially the act of religious wor-

ship. In fact, the Chinese have no term to express chiefly and emi-

nently the act of paying divine honors; and there is no word in their

language signifying obeisance, regarding which it would be proper,

according to their usus loquendi, to restrict the performance of the

act it describes to any but a divine being. The compound term

jflffi ^ Updi, which is frequently used for worship, is not found in

their classics, and has been invented by the Mohammedans.

The word 1st, to sacrifice, is applied solely to the services

performed towards invisible beings, but it does not, in the estima-

tion of the Chinese, involve the payment of divine honors, or imply

that the beings sacrificed to are necessarily gods. As a proof of this,

we may observe, that sacrifices are offered to the Kwei of men, as

well as the Shin of Heaven ; and that more offerings are presented to

the manes of ancestors than to any other spirits besides. These

Kwei or manes, though called Shin, are not considered by the wor-

shipers as the gods of the persons to whom they belong, but as their

disembodied spirits; and that very little of divinity is attached to

them, in the estimation of the Chinese, is evident from the fact,

admitted by themselves, that if such Kioei, or Shin, were not sacri-

ficed to they would in the course of time become hungry and finally

disperse.

Sacrifices among the Chinese were offered maitily as gifts and

signs of gratitude; when they sacrificed to their ancestors they did

it with the view of ^ ^ rewarding their origin; and

tracing it up to the remotest distance. They thought also that it was

necessary ^ Jp Ip*. to serve their parents aft'fer death

as they had served them during their lives : therefore they brought

food and raiment, or the. representations of them, that their dece.is-

ed progenitors might have the benefit of these things in 'the invisible1

,

as they had formerly experienced in the visible world. That'
1

por-

tion of their deceased parents which was supposed to come and par-

take of the viands, was their ^ K'i, spiritual energy; or' their

|5g ling, spirit. They thought that these
j§g ^ ffjj %

spirits collected and became manes
;
and as* they were invisible, they

were also called |||l Shin. Since the K'i, or spiritual ener-

gies of ancestors were identical with the k’i or spiritual energies of

descendants, the Chinese thought that the one was affected by tire
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oilier; aiul llius the departed were induced to come. Hence they

considered it necessary, that some connection should exist be-

tween the parties sacrificing, and those sacrificed to; otherwise

the sacrifice would be of no avail. Descendants could therefore

Sacrifice to their ancestors; officers to the five spirits presiding

over the dwelling; princes of the empire to the hills and rivers with-

in their district; and an emperor to heaven and earth, because he

was thought to be the son of heaven, and all under heaven was

Subject to his sway. Any infringement of this order nullified, in

their estimation, the very end of sacrifice. When sacrifices were

properly offered, the spirit of the object or being sacrificed to was

supposed to come, and by this means men were brought into con-

tact with the spiritual world. The Chinese having conceived of

invisible beings as in some measure like themselves, they hoped to

conciliate them by the same means through which they try to gain

the favor of men. They accordingly brought gifts and presents to

the spirits, to render them propitious. They thought that spirits

were personally present at such offerings (traces of which it was

imagined could sometimes be seen), while such spirits were supposed

to partake and enjoy the sweet savor of the viands. This was

thought to gratify them
;
without it the spirits of the departed would

be discontented, and if still existing in the form of spirits, would

become malicious sprites and injure mankind.* Being rendered pro-

pitious by offerings, and being considered as invisible intelligences

more powerful than man, the opportunity of their supposed presence

was taken to implore their aid; hence prayers for happiness were

sometimes connected with sacrifices; though some of the Chinese

contend that this was not the original end of the institution.

These sacrifices also were none of them expiatory, and the idea of

the victim being considered in the light of a vicarious atonement

for sin, does not seem to have entered into the minds of the Chinese-

Neither do we find that they considered the act of sacrificing as the

payment of divine honors to invisible beings: they did not look upon

the performance of these services as at all elevating the beings

sacrificed to above their original position, nor did they ascribe any

* In the 8lh section of the Li Ki, page 38, the commentator says, %
ffr m I'J ft JRn£ ft Hr IS M, A <0 & ft 2.
when the manes of the dead have some place to revert to, they do not become
mischievous spirits

;
and because they may perhaps injure people when they

have no place to revert to, therefore men sacrifice to them.
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appellation distinctive of divinity to them on i he occasion : it the

invisible beings sacrificed to were mere spirits before, they remained

mere spirits still, and if regarded in the light of divinities before, the

act of sacrifice did not in any way alter their position.

We have already shown, that by ^ 'l^ien and its synonyms, the

Chinese meant divinity, without descending lower; and by Shin

with its correlatives, spirits, whether high or low, good or bad
;
their

sacrificing to mere spirits did not in their estimation elevate them to

the rank of divinities; and their not sacrificing to divinities did not

deprive them of any of their power or dignity.

The ancient Romans and the Lycaonians called both supreme

and subordinate invisible beings gods, applying the term used by

them for God by way of eminence to those who were merely his mi-

nisters and inferiors. The Chinese have a term or terms for God by

way of eminence, which they do not apply to spiritual beings gene

rally
;
and they have a term for spiritual beings generally by which

they do not designate God by way of eminence. The cases are

therefore different. Had they attached to all the beings to whom
they offered sacrifice the appellation by which they designated God

by way of eminence, there might have been some ground for apply-

ing the remarks of Cud worth and Waterland to the case in hand :

but as they call them all spiritual beings among whom divine beings

are to be found, the remarks of those esteemed authors do not apply.

The class of beings sacrificed to in China are therefore spirits gener-

ally
;
there may be gods among them, but all beings thus honored are

not necessarily gods
;
neither does the circumstance of their being

sacrificed to constitute them, in the estimation of the Chinese, gods.

Of course we admit, that according to Christian sentiments it is an

idolatrous act to present sacrifices to any beside God by way of emi-

nence
;
but the question is now, what estimate the Chinese form of the

class of beings called Shin ; and whether the act of sacrificing to them

does, in the view of this people, raise the beings sacrificed to, from

the rank of mere spirits to gods. To this question, the answer of the

Chinese would undoubtedly be, that the act of sacrificing does not

alter the nature or position of the beings sacrificed to, but leaves

them in the rank or condition in which it found them.

Dr. Boone (page 57) then appeals to the dictionaries that have

been prepared by foreigners, to sustain the meaning he has assign-

ed to the word Shin; on which we may observe, that the first and
most important requisite, in order to ascertain the meaning of a

word, is to appeal to dictionaries prepared by natives, or to defini-

71VOL. XVII. NO. XI.
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tions of terms given by themselves. This Dr. Boone has not done,

but has appealed to foreigners, for evidence on the point. “ The
testimony elicited by appealing to the dictionaries prepared by fo-

reigners,” he says, “ notwithstanding some diversity of phraseology

on the part of the Romish missionaries, agrees so entirely in regard-

ing Shin, in one of the senses in which it is used, as the name of a

class of beings to whom the Chinese offer religious worship, that we

think it is entitled to great weight from its uniformity.”

With reference to the “ uniformity” here spoken of, we have to re-

mark, that the witnesses produced on one side are only two, the dic-

tionaries of “ Morrison and Medhurst ;” while the diversities alluded

toon the other side are many, viz. the whole of the Roman Catholic

missionaries and writers; how then can the testimony be called

uniform and entitled to great weight in consequence? Again, this

testimony is said to regard Shin, only in one of the senses in which it

is used, as the name of a class of beings to whom the Chinese offer

religious worship; from which we are left to infer, that it is used in

another sense, in which it can not be thus regarded; if so, then Shin

is an ambiguous term at the best, capable of being understood in

one sense as well as in another, and therefore open to all the objec-

tions which Dr. Boone has brought against Ti, with this additional

one that it is never used by the Chinese to designate God by way

of eminence, w hile Ti is.

But let us examine the testimony which Dr. Boone has brought

in favor of his hypothesis. First, Dr. Morrison says, that “ every

evanescent, invisible, inscrutable, spiritual, operating power or cause

is called Shin.” That is, every kind of operating power or cause, it

may be material (for in the estimation of the Chinese, spirit is rather

opposed to body than to matter), or it may be fleeting and liable to

dissipation, so long as it is invisible and inscrutable, is entitled to

be called Shin. This description corresponds almost exactly with

the phraseology employed by Knapp when explaining the word

Rnach, which name the Hebrews gave “ to all the invisible powers,

whether physical or moral, which they saw in operation in the uni-

verse ;” and agrees with one of Webster’s definitions of spirit, as

“that which hath power or energy; the quality of any substance

which manifests life, activity, or the power of strongly affecting

other bodies.”

Surely this is not a proper term to be used for God, exclusively

and par excellence, which is as applicable to elastic fluids and ex-

pansible substances, as it is to Ihe spiritual nature of God, angels,
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and the souls of men? VVe may indeed, by dint of persevering instruc-

tion, lead the Chinese to see that the spiritual is rather opposed to the

material than the corporeal (as the early Christians had to do when in-

structing the Greeks and Romans), but we shall find the utmost diffi-

culty in leading them to confine the term to the Divine nature, when

they have used it almost invariably for spirit, and never to designate

God by way of eminence. Hence it is that, after mature considera-

tion of the subject, the writer is led to dissent from the opinion of

Dr. Morrison, and from his own previously conceived idea derived

from his predecessor in lexicography, that Shin means “ Divinity,

God in the sense of heathen nations,” or that “ the Chinese them-

selves use Shin for God mainly because this meaning of Shin is

based on no definition of the term yet met with in Chinese diction-

aries or commentaries, and is opposed to the general tenor of every

explanation to be found in native authors
;
which explanations agree

invariably with the first description of the word given by Dr. Morri-

son, in the sense of spirit.

We have so completely established this assertion in the “Inqui-

ry,” that we may safely leave the burden of proving that Shin

means divinity to the advocates of that term, and wait until they

can show, from classical authority, that Shin is explained.by any

term to which the Chinese are in the habit of attaching the idea of

divinity, or is used definitely for God. It remains yet to be proved

that Shin means God in the sense of the Chinese notion, and until

that is done, we may class the remark among those general asser-

tions which frequently find their way into lexicons, but which, if

the subject were more fully investigated, would be considerably

modified by their authors. But even taking the definitions given

in Dr. Morrison’s Dictionary as they stand, we should demur greatly

in adopting the term Shin for God by way of eminence, when it

means, according to him, anything and everything spiritual, equally

with that which is Divine. It appears, according to his own show-

ing, to be just as applicable to spirits, the human spirit, and animal

spirits, as it is to God in the sense of heathen nations; and indeed

by his classing the signification spirit first, one might be naturally

led to conclude, that such in his estimation is the primary idea. So

much so, that he has not scrupled to employ the single term Shin
,

in his translation of the Scriptures, without the slightest qualifica-

tion, for an evil and fallen spirit as unhesitatingly as he has to use

it to express God in the sense of the Christian Scriptures. When a
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heathen nation, after having employed a term to designate God by
way ofeminence, has used it to signify imaginary invisible beings of a

derived or inferior kind, we see no objection against Christians res-

cuing the term from its abuse, and applying it to its legitimate uses.

On the other hand, however, when they have never employed the

term as definitely pointing to one Supreme, and always used it in the

sense of spiritual, invisible beings, whether high or low, we see great

objection against limiting a word of such extensive signification,

and confining it wholly to the expression of one idea; when parti-

cularly, the people among whom we come will not so confine it, but

will always understand it in the extended sense to which they have

for ages applied it.

If the term in question had been employed for God by way of

eminence, and been confined to gods, whether supreme or subordi-

nate, there would be some force in the reasoning brought forward

in favor of its generic use for God : seeing however that the Chi-

nese have never used it to designate the Supreme in their estimation,

but have in a vast number of instances, and throughout every age,

employed it in the sense of spirit, without any special reference to

God, the argument is of no force, and the objection against its use

generically for God, remains unshaken.

The declaration found in Dr. Morrison's English and Chinese Dic-

tionary, namely that “God, or the Deus of the Chinese, was origi-

nally, and is still most generally Shin” is unsustained by any quo-

tation from native authors. It would seem, that by “ the Devs of the

Chinese,” Dr. Morrison meant the one supreme God by way of emi-

nence, as far as the Chinese were acquainted with him
;

for he em-

ployed the singular number, as contrasted with the plural Pit

which immediately follows. If such were his idea, we think the

assertion untenable : the single individual, who might be called the

Pens of the Chinese, never was, and is not now, designated Shin :

and the term, when used, alone does not call up to the mind of the

natives the idea which would seem to be set forth by the expression,

“ the Deus of the Chinese.” We may be permitted here to contrast

the above definition of God, with the signification of spirit,

given in the same volume : namely, “ Spirit
;
the opposite of matter

;

jjjjjj
Shin.” It is difficult to account for two ideas so very dissimi-

lar being expressed by one and the same term. It could not have

been through the poverty of the Chinese language, for it contains

40,000 words; neither could it have been want of attention on the part
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of the Chinese, for they are very particular in their definitions, and

excel in the voluininousness and preciseness of their lexicography.

It may be ascribed, however, to the foreign writer mistaking the mean-

ing of the native term, particularly as he is the first European lexico-

grapher on the Chinese language who has assigned this double mean-

ing to the term
;
while all his predecessors, for two centuries have

attached only one signification to it, that of spirit. The idea con-

veyed by this latter term is perfectly distinct from that which the

word God represents
;

it is possible that in some writings, the words

God and spirit may be confounded : but such writings are certainly

not remarkable for their accuracy, and in all dictionaries to which

we have had access, in every other language, the two ideas are kept,

perfectly distinct, while the term which stands for spirit, as opposed

to matter, is never made to represent the natural idea of God.

Referring to Dr. Morrison’s remark, that the genii of particular

places are also called Shin, Dr. Boone says, “ these, though at first

called genii by the Doctor, are afterwards by him correctly rendered

gods, as they are. all objects of religious worship.” If, however, he

had consulted another part of the volume, under the word genii, he

would have found the jJ_| jjjijl shan shin, nnd the ho shirt,

described by the term genii. Which of the two terms Dr. Morrison

considered the correct representation of Shin in the passages in

question, he does not say
;

they are, however, of very different

meanings, as will be seen from Webster. In Riddle's Latin Dictiona-

ry, the genii of the Romans are said to have had offerings presented

to them at certain times, and people swore by the genii of particular

persons, yet Riddle does not say, that such worship raised the genii

to the rank of gods.

With regard to the dictionaries which have been published by my-

self at successive intervals, I have only to say, that on my first arrival

in the missionary field, I found my predecessors in the Protestant

mission habitually using Shin for God
;
and thus the idea was early

instilled into my mind, that such was its meaning. For severe

years I followed the example thus set before me, and used Shin, with

1$ % Shin Eien, j^jEji Shin Chit, and such like terms, for the

Deity. A growing dissatisfaction with these words, at length in-

duced me to abandon them; still the views previously entertained

,

and the force of habit, had much influence in leading me frequently

to attach a meaning to Shin which I now think it will not bear. It

was not until the commencement of 1847, that 1 set myself thorough-
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ly to study the subject, by examining all the passages in the Chi-

nese classics in which the word occurs
; the result of which has been

a settled conviction, growing stronger every day, that the main idea

conveyed by Shin in the Chinese classical writings is spirit and not

God. If 1 be asked to account for the fact of my being thirty years

at the study of a language, before I could find out what I now think

to be the true meaning of so important a term, I can only plead the

force of early education and constant habit, over which I had little

control, and the want of time to give the subject that close in-

vestigation which I have since been enabled to afford it. Every

man is entitled to modify his opinion
;
others have done the same

;

and the author of the Essay tells us that he entertained very different

opinions to those which he now sets forth, up to the year 1847,

when he entirely altered his views on this subject.

Dr. Boone (page 61) quotes the Roman Catholic writers very

briefly
;

a fuller account of their views may be seen in the Inquiry,

pages 118-126: they are almost unanimous in giving to Shin the

meaning of spirit, and nothing else. A suggestion is thrown out in the

Essay, with the view of weakening the force of the evidence adduced

from this quarter,—that their works have been prepared since the

decision of the Roman see, that ^ tJt T'ien chit should be used

for God. It has, however, been shown in the Inquiry, that some of

those who wrote before that bull was issued, entertained the same

views of Shin, as meaning spirit
;
and the case is not much altered

with respect to those who wrote after; for the papal bull had only

respect to the name which Romish Christians should use for God,

and did not allude to the meaning which should be attached to the

word Shin, it having been already settled on philological grounds

,to mean spirit, genius, &c.

In quoting from Visdelou, Dr. B. has omitted a very important

statement immediately following the first sentence adduced by him

from that author, that “ the Shin of the Chinese is an appellation

common to all intelligences, even to that of men;” which if viewed

in conjunction with the previous sentences would show that not only

is it going too far to call the Shin gods, but that the word Shin is

of so extensive an import as to include in it all spirits in whom is

the faculty of understanding. In the next quotation, we have Visde-

lou’s opinion of what the Shin, Kwei, and K'i are; for he calls

the t'ien shin, celestial genii, the It ti k'i, terrestrial

spirits, and the
J\^ ^ jin kwei, manes of men

;
the two first of
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which terms Dr. Boone insists on translating celestial and terrestrial

gods; while the latter term, notwithstanding the objects it represents

are sacrificed to, he calls the manes of men.

In the next sentence quoted from Visdelou, he says, “ this idea of

the Ktoci Shin, so far as it regards the gods solely is moral and po-

pular but as he has already told us that to translate Shin by gods

is going too far, we must conclude that the expression is to be un-

derstood in an inferior sense.

The same author’s account of the physical Kioei Shin, Dr.

Boone has passed over without remark : but as they are important to

a right understanding of the subject, we shall here quote them.

“ Either this nolion is physical and philosophical, and on that ac-

count is considered in two ways; for as regards the nature of all

things and even that of men, philosophers define the Kioei Shin as

liang nang ,
natural powers of a double matter, i. e. of

K]| yin yang, a perfect and imperfect matter ; or else, as Ch^ngtsdi

more clearly says, The Kwei are the Shin
pjj

of the jjji imperfect

matter, and the
jj||}

Shin that of the perfect. Others, with re-

gard to the etymology of the words, interpret the term
J]j|{l

Shin, by

another ( Shin ^ ) of the same sound, which signifies to extend
;
and

the term ^ Kwei, by another (j^ Kioei) of the same denomina

tion, meaning to fall back, to bend one’s self back, to shrink up
;

and by this extension and contraction, which they call the systole and

diastole of nature, they figure the vicissitudes of nature in its alternate-

generation and decay. For they do not imagine that the Kwei Shin,

considered as the innate properties of the |J|| double matter,

are of a nature subsistent of themselves, but solely the forms of things;

neither distinct even from the things which they compose, and of

which they are an intrinsic and essential part, nor even from matter.

They say, that the Kwei Shin of this kind are the inward principles

of all effects, prodigies, and miracles of nature
;
that at their ap-

proach all things spring forth, grow old, and gain strength
;
and at

their retreat all things decrease, grow old and die. In fine, it is of

these physical Kwei Shin, that so to speak, are composed the Kwei

Shin which are of substances existent in themselves, as (in the opi-

nion of many) are the manes of the dead.

“ But as it regards the dead, they divide the human soul into two

parts; the one mobile and subtile, whence proceeds the faculty of

knowledge, and this they call the hwan

;

the other fixed and

gross, whence proceeds the faculty of feeling, and this is called
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pih. The Kwei Skin, or the manes, directly correspond to these

two parts. For after death, the first of these parts, being released

from the bonds of the body, returns to heaven whence it came, and

becomes Skin: and the second, to which it was attached and

belonged, returns to earth, whence it had been taken, and becomes

^ Kwei. Thus all the mystery of the sacrifice made to the manes

of deceased fathers, mothers, and ancestors, consists in this that by

the secret power of a certain sympathy, the two parts of the soul are

so much moved and struck by the sincere piety of those who sacri-

fice, that they reunite for the time, and enjoy the offerings presented

to them. The definition of the soul and the manes is taught in few

words by Ching-hiun, who says, The Shin of the per-

fect and imperfect matter, are called jjv-p| tsing
,
semen, and k'x,

breath
;
the Shin of the affections and nature are called

2^ Arcan, the more subtile part, and pih, the grosser, part of the

soul. Thus meaning to say, that both the semen and the spirit pro-

ceed from the divine blossom of the double matter; that from the

spirit, or more subtile vapor, comes the more subtile part of the

soul, or the faculty of knowledge; and that from the semen, or the

grosser vapor, comes the grosser part of the soul, capable of feeling

and affection.”

It is evident from the above, that M. Vtsdelou regarded the

plysical Kwei Shin, according to the view of the Chinese philoso-

phers, not of a nature subsistent of themselves, neither distinct from

the things which they compose; nor even from matter. The other

Kwei Shin, which are of substances existent in themselves, or

spirits and manes, he describes the Chinese as teaching to be com-

posed of these physical Kwei Shin, which at the death of man return

to the elements of which they were composed
;
except when in-

fluenced by the sacrifices of descendants, they unite for a time, and

enjoy the offerings presented. Surely these can not be viewed as

gods, notwithstanding the sacrifices presented to them : and when

M. Visdelou used the word in this connection, he must have

employed it in some other sense than that which is usually attached

to the term. Indeed Dr. B. admits, that Visdelou prefers to call them

genii, while, in our estimation, spirit is the more proper rendering

The difference, however, he contends (on page 62), “ is more in

phraseology than in anything else; and it is a mere quarrel about

words to contend whether we shall call them genii, spirits, or Gods.”

To this we reply, The matter might perhaps be thus disposed of, if
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the whole controversy were not one of phraseology, or the most pro-

per word to express a given idea; and when the word produced by

the one party does not express the idea intended, it becomes a mat-

ter of great moment, what diction is employed. The idea intended

to be expressed is that of God : allowing that we cannot get a term

to express the Christian idea of God, we ought at least to have a term

that will represent the Chinese idea of God
;
one that will bring up

to the Chinese mind the conception of perfection or supremacy, or

something which, in their estimation, approaches the natural idea of

God. That the Chinese have such a term, has been shown in the

Inquiry. Dr. B. is dissatisfied with this, and suggests in its stead

a term, which intelligent writers on the language say means spirit.

A difference of phraseology here is of much moment. Were the word

spirit to be used in every passage of our English bibles where God

occurs, what would the reader think of it ? Would his astonishment

or repugnance be at all diminished, by being told that spirits were

sometimes the objects of worship, and that the highest God was in-

cluded among the class of spirits ? Would he concede that it mat-

tered not what term was used, seeing that a spirit, who is the object

of religious worship, must be accounted a god in the pagan sense

of the word, when at the same time, t he pagans themselves do not so

think of it?

But Dr. B. says that he never contended for Shin meaning God

in the proper sense of necessarily existing, supreme, &x., thinking

that the Chinese have never conceived of such a Being, and there-

fore have no name for him. To this we may reply, that the idea of

a necessarily existing Being, who has been from all eternity, is one

of which the human mind can at best form but a very inadequate

conception, and we need not be surprised if we do not find the

doctrine expressly stated in the writings of a people, who have deriv-

ed little or no aid from Divine revelation; yet it is remarkable, that

the Chinese never speak of the origin of him, who in their estima-

tion is the Divinity; and by whatever term they designate that

Being, they never allude to his generation or production. If, there-

fore, the doctrine of the necessary existence of the Divinity be not

stated, it is not denied
;
and with respect to the attribute of supre-

macy mentioned by Dr. Boone, it has been shown in the Inquiry,

that this is one of the chief characteristics of that Being, to whom
the Chinese ascribe the production, direction and preservation of all

things. Are we therefore to reject a term, or terms, which they

have employed to designate the Divinity in their estimation, because

VOL. XVII. NO. XI.
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such term or terms do not embrace all which we find attached to

the idea of God, in Christian Theology? Such a principle would have

debarred the apostles from the use of the word 0 so<r, in writing for

the Greeks, although that word was used by the latter for express-

ing God by way of eminence
;
and was of more restricted import

than is the very generally applicable word Shin among the Chinese.

Dr. Boone states (on page 62), that “ as the chief object to whom
the Chinese offer religious worship is a Shm, to translate Shin,

genii, and to maintain that it never means God, is to deny that the

Chinese have any gods at all : for if the highest object of religious

worship is to be reckoned among the class of genii, the inferior

objects can be nothing more.” We have shown, however, that Shin

means spirit, which term we prefer to genii. Taking this view of

it then, we might say justly, that the highest invisible being among

Christians is a spirit, and that the word spirit can never properly

be taken to mean God
;
and yet we should not thereby deny that

Christians have any God at all : for, thou^i the highest inhabitant

of the invisible world is reckoned among the class of spirits, he may

be something superior, while aH other invisible intelligences may

be nothing more than spirits. Having shown that Shangli is the

most honorable of the Shin, Dr. Boone contends that it is the same

whether we translate Shin, God or genii
;

but it is not the same

whether we render that term Gx)d or spirit
;

for, though the highest

class of beings may be included in the class of spirits, the word

spirit does not afford the best term by which to render Elohim or

©£05 : and if the concurrent testimony of Chinese lexicographers

and commentators be of any worth, Shin must be rendered Spirit.

On page 63, Dr. Boone adduces the testimony of Drs. Morrison,

Milne, and Marshman, to prove that Shin is the generic name for

God, because they used it in their Chinese writings as the appella-

tive name of God. Granting this, we have also shown that they

have used Shin as the appellative for spirits, and even for evil spirits,

at the same time that they used it to designate God by way of

eminence, on one and the same page of their Chinese writings.

The same term surely could not fully represent both ideas: if it

could, we can only say, that the Chinese language differs from every

other, as we know of no other tongue in which the same term,

without qualification, is used to designate the Supreme Being, which

is also used for every kind of spirit, including the human soul
;
and

it would need very strong philological evidence to establish the

fact. If it could not, then the celebrated missionaries referred to
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were wrong in one or other of the uses to which they applied the

word Shin. We have shown that they were not wrong in employing

Shin in the sense of spirits, whether good or bad, human or divine,

according to the known usages of Chinese writers
;
and Dr. Milne

himself confessed that he was wrong in using it for God, for he has

said in his Gleaner, that “ in native Chinese books, the word Shin

seldom if ever denotes the Deity,” and that it very generally signifies

a spirit. On this account probably, he has used Shangti, and not

Shin in the last tract he ever published. Dr. Morrison, also, seems

to have become dissatisfied with the term Shin ; for in his last Chi-

nese work, he has employed about a score of phrases to express the

Deity
;
nearly the whole of which are allied to Ttien or

Ti, and not to jjjljj Shin. The argument drawn from their Chinese

writings is therefore, very much weakened by their using the term

in two different senses, and by the subsequent modification of the

term employed by them to express the Deity.

But Morrison and Milne were not the only Europeans who wrote

in Chinese; there were others to whom the language was in a sense

vernacular, from long residence in the country
;
we mean the Ro-

mish missionaries, to whose writings in Chinese an allusion has

already been made in the Inquiry, and throughout whose publications

Shin is invariably used in the sense ofspirit

;

and yet, lest it should be

said, that these were biased by the Roman bull published in 1710,

it has been also shown that the Mohammedans and Syrian Christians,

who wrote a thousand years ago, likewise used Shin for spirit only,

and never for God, either in the sense of supreme or subordinate,

true or false deities.

In the version of the New Testament prepared by Mr. GutzlafT

and myself, in 1835, the word Shin was used for false gods, while

another term was selected for designating the true God. This has

been objected to on the ground, that as the sacred writers give the

name ®eo$ to false gods, as well as the true, it is therefore necessary

to employ the same term in all cases when translating the Scriptures

into a foreign tongue. Upon this we may observe, that Stockius

considers the word ©soj to be used properly when applied to the true

God, and improperly when attached to false ones; and, according

to the rule generally followed by translators, where various things

are meant by one and the same term in different connections, the

propriety of using two or more words to express the different shades

of meaning of any given term might be pleaded for. To which we

may add, that the Arabic, and all its cognate versions, have employed
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different terms to render ©jo?, when designating the true God, and

when alluding to false ones
;
and so in other countries, where a mono-

theistic feature is observable in the religion of a people, or where ac-

cording to the analogy of their language it would be improper to

apply the word used for designating the Supreme, in their estimation,

to invisible beings of an inferior order, the same example might be

followed. Admitting, however, for the present, that the generic

term, if one can be found, should usually be employed for rendering

©jo?, we cannot subscribe to the propriety of using Shin when speak-

ing of God by way of eminence, because it is generic for all spiritual

beings and energies, and would not be understood by the Chinese as

designating the supreme Being.

Dr. Boone says on page 64, that the use of Shangti, as the ap-

pellative name of God in Chinese, has ceased to be advocated by all
;

and then observes, in the next sentence, that the majority of mis-

sionaries have abandoned the phrase Shangti for the true God. Upon

this we would remark, in passing, that these are two distinct ideas
;

we do not know that it was ever contended that Shangti was the ap-

pellative name of God in Chinese, but many missionaries thought,

and still do think, that it may be 6afely employed for God by way of

eminence; and there can be no more impropriety in using Shangti

for God in Chinese, than there could be in using a word signifying

“ the supreme,” in any other language. Various terms designating

Deity may be employed in conversation and books, for the purpose,

of marking to what being we allude, when speaking of God
;
the

only question is what term should be employed as an equivalent for

©jo? and Elohirn in translating the sacred Scriptures.

In this view of it, some missionaries may think that Shangti is

not sufficiently generic, as others do that Shin is too much so: and

may therefore feel desirous of obtaining another term, which, while

it is used by the Chinese for the Supreme, is also applied to inferior

deities in their estimation, without being universally applicable to

all spiritual beings and energies, as Shin is. With this view
Irff

Ti

was proposed
;
and in order to meet the scruples of some, 'Pien ti

rjjj* was suggested, as a phrase at the same time generic and

distinctive, while it is never mistaken by the Chinese as expressive

of anything but a Divine being. That these terms were not

brought forward before, would be, if true, no argument against their

propriety; but such is not the case. In a Roman Catholic work,

entitled % Ik Hi
3n,«» Kiau hoh ju, written many years

ago, the principal passages in the Chinese classics, which have any
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reference lo the supreme Being, so far as the Chinese were acquaint-

ed with him, are cited; and the terms used by classical writers for

expressing the idea of God by way of eminence, are placed in order
;

at the head of these stands ^ Ti ; then follow Shangti, ^
i? KMi %K±itr Han t'ien Shangti,H^± Ifr

Hwdne
t'ien Shangti, &.c., for all of which phrases, in the sense intended,

authorities are cited from the standard writings of the Chinese
;
show-

ing that the compiler (who was evidently a man well versed in native

literature) thought that the word Ti was entitled to rank first

and foremost as the appellation of the supreme Being in Chinese.

There are some missionaries, however, who, taking into considera-

tion the difficulties of the subject, still think that the safest way

would be to employ Shangti for God by way of eminence, and Shin

for false or pretended deities, even in the translation of the Scriptures.

Dr. Boone, on page 66, adduces the trsnslation of the New Tes-

tament prepared by Mr. Gutzlaff and myself, to show that we have,

used Shin as the appellative name of God in Chinese. He says,

that ©so? in the said version, when referring to the true God, is al-

ways rendered by Shangti, and when it does not refer to the true

God it is rendered by Shin alone, or Shin ming

;

i. e.

in about twelve hundred instances, ©so? is represented by Shangti,

and in about twelve by Shin. In the former cases, ©so? is intended

to convey the natural idea of God, or God by way of eminence
;
and

in the latter, it is employed improperly, according to Stockius, to

denote, by metonymy, magistrates, who rule in God’s stead on earth
;

Satan, who operates in the wicked that submit to his will
;
and the

belly, to which the voluptuous consecrate all their thoughts. It is also

attributed catachrestically, or in a forced and unnatural sense, to

idols, who, though they are nothing in the world, are worshiped by

idolaters in the place of God. Now in order to prove that the word

Shin was used in the version above referred to as the appellative for

God, it would have been necessary to show that it was used as a

common name for the whole class of beings called gods, including

Him who is denominated God by way of eminence, in which sense

it almost invariably occurs; but in this sense and in these instances,

it appears that Shin is not used, and is employed only in those

cases where the word fco? is wrested from its natural sense. Thus it

would seem, that we have not used Shin as the appellative for God
but as the appellative of a class of beings who are manifestly inferior

to God
;
while we invariably used another term to express the idea

which we conceived the sacred writers intended to convey, when
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using the word &so£ in its proper sense. Whether we were right or

wrong in so doing, it is not necessary at this stage of the argument

to inquire
;
the question is, whether the term Shin, which we have

used for false and inferior deities, and not for God par excellence, can

be considered as our appellative for God. Shin was undoubtedly

the appellative for God in Morrison’s version, for he used Shin in

every place where flso? occurred in the original
;
but it was not so

used in»the version executed by Mr. Gutzlaff and myself.

Perhaps it may serve to throw some light on the subject, to insti-

tute a comparison in this respect between our version and the Arabic.

In that language, the appellative for God differs in some degree from

the name of God par excellence; the one being Ilah, a god, and

the other Allah, the God. In the Arabic version of the Scriptures,

the first term is used in all places where any God is referred to, and

the latter where God by way of eminence is meant, as in Deut. 4 : 35,

“ The Lord he is the God (Allah), and there is no other god (Ilah

)

besides him where Ilah is the appellative for god in common, and

Allah the designation of God, par excellence. The difference con-

sists in the addition of the article. Ilah, therefore, may be consider-

ed as the appellative for god in Arabic. Had we followed this plan,

and used shin for any god, and then employed the same term,

with some distinctive adjunct, as
jjpjj

pi shin, that Shin, or

pi yih shin, that one Shin, for God by way of emi-

nence, it might have been said that we used Shin as the appellative

for God. But when we have employed a wholly different term for

God in a special sense, and a term which has naturally no affinity

with Shin, it can not be said that we have employed this latter as

the appellative for God in our version. It may indeed be urged,

that we have used Shin in an appellative sense by employing it for

the class of pretended deities; but it can not be said that we have

used it appellatively for God, because we have abstained from em-

ploying it especially for God. The propriety or impropriety of

separating the two ideas is a distinct subject for consideration. The

above remarks will be sufficient to show that Mr. Gutzlaff and my-

self, in the version referred to, have not used Shin as the appellative

name of God in Chinese.

( To be concluded in the next number .)
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Art. II. Notices of Works upon the regions west and north of

China, and Travels into India, written by Chinese authors,

betioeen the 5th and 18<A centuries of our era. By S. Jclien.

[Ao/e. The following valuable notices compiled by M. Stanislas Julien,

have been forwarded to one of his correspondents in China, with the request
that they might appear in the Repository, in order to assist the search after

the works mentioned therein by missionaries and other so situated that they
could make investigations in libraries and convents where he supposes them
to be hidden. The whole article is rather too long for insertion, while the
object in view will not be impeded by the liberty we have taken in abridg-

ing it. The investigation of the writings and travels of the followers of
Budha have a bearing upon the efforts made to Christianize the multitudes
who profess that faith, by showing the grounds of their belief, and any
assistance given in understanding their tenets will enable the advocates of
Christianity the better to show their unsoundness. In reprinting it, the
French orthography of the Chinese names has been slightly altered.]

From the 5th to the 18th century of our era, various Chinese au-

thors have composed a considerable number of works, relating to the

geography, the statistics, and the history of the Si Yih an

expression designating the countries both to the west and north of Chi-

na. Some were official writers, generals, or learned men delegated by

the emperors to subject states, or to those which they were desirous

of adding to their immense possessions; others, more worthy perhaps

of our attention, on account of their self-denial and personal devo-

tion, were Budhist pilgrims, who made it their business to describe

the countries they had traversed before arriving in India (the voyage

to which was the constant object of their pious curiosity), and those

which they had passed through and studied even in India itself,

whither they went to gather religious books, to gain instruction in

the doctrine of Sakyamuni, and to contemplate the ancient monu-

ments which recalled to them the venerable traces of past Budhas.

Some of the works of this nature formerly in existence in China,

among them a few very extensive, seem not to have reached us. The

recollection of these losses will impart a higher value to the little

that remain, and perhaps also an accurate account of the original ti-

tles will stimulate the zeal of the sinologues and' missionaries who

reside in China, and aid them in making- or ordering researches into

the libraries of the great literary centres at Nanking, Suchau fu,

and Peking, or elsewhere. What gratitude would they cause to be

felt in Europe if they should succeed in discovering some of the vast

descriptions of ancient India, and those lengthy accounts of voyages
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into the Si Yih, which the silence of the Imperial library at Peking

and of all Chinese bibliographies, lead us to fear are lost.

To give an idea of the resources afforded by the great libraries of

China, to educated persons who have access to them, and who are

able personally to make researches, or to direct the investigation of

literary men, I will cite a kind of discovery due to the zeal of Mr. R.

Thom, formerly English consul at Ningpo, whose early death will

ever be regretted by all sinologues. 1 sent him a list of nine com-

mentaries upon the writings of Lftutsz’, of which the principal have

been wanting in Chinese libraries for more than a century, and for

which my correspondents in China had long sought in vain. Through

means of an officer at Ningpo, Mr. Thom applied to the director of

the library at Nanking, who borrowed the editions mentioned, and

caused them all to be copied, the whole making 232 volumes 4to.

Many French missionaries are now in the neighborhood of Nan-

king. If then, any of them, desirous of attaching their names to the

discovery of literary treasures which we here bring to their notice,

will cause them to be sought for in the rich library of that town,

by educated and persevering scholars, they doubtless would find a

certain number, and they may be assured beforehand that the ex-

pense of copying would be fully repaid by the precious documents

with which the history and geography of Asia would be enriched.

The information here given is drawn from the encyclopaedia

Yuh Hai ^ ,
from the great catalogue of the emperor Kien-

lung, from the Encyclopaedia of Mi Tw&nlin, entitled Wan-hien-

tung-kau, and from the imperial supplement to it. I first mention

those now possessed by the Royal Library at Paris.

I. Fuh Kwoh Ki Memoir upon the Kingdoms of

Budha, in one book. 'This work was composed under the Sung dy-

nasty by the Shamanean Fah Hien
j|||.

The T'ung-tien j)|l.

of T'u Yu ^ (published under the Tang) mentions this ac-

count, but it gives the author the name of Fah Ming 0£j. But

as the emperor Chungtsung of that dynasty had the name of Hien

||g, the writers of the Tang dynasty (obliged to avoid its use) em-

ployed in its stead the synonymous word ming (brilliancy).*

II. Sang Humi-sang sz’ Si Yih Ki * £ B E
Memoir of the Shamanean Hwui-sang sent to the Si Yih.

In the year a. d. 518, the empress of the northern Wei dynasty

* The work has already been noticed in Vol, XI, pp. 331-336, so that it

need not be again described in this catalogue.
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commissioned Hwui-sang (bhickshu, or mendicant monk), attached to

the convent of TVung-M, and Sung-yun> ^ a native of Tun-

hwing, to go into the Si Yih to seek Budhisl books. They procured

170 different works, whicli all belonged to the profound doctrine of the

Ma.hd.-yUna (the Great Vehicle). This relation, which forms some

thirty pages in the new edition of the collection entitled Hdn-wei

Tsung-shu, is also found in the collection Tsin-tdi-pi-shu

,

in the

Royal Library. It was published in 1833 in German by C. Fred,

Neumann, in his memoir, entitled Pilgcrfahrten buddhistischer

Priester von China nuch India. But the learned Bavarian made

use of a very incorrect text, that of the Ilan-ivci Tsung-shh, which

has led him into some serious errors. I propose to give a French

translation in the “Journal Asiatique,” and shall he satisfied with

noting the readings and corrections supplied by the other edition-

ill. Shih sin Si Yih Ki
jpp

PP jjtj pE Memoir upon the Si

Yih, by a Buclhist monk.

This work has not reached us entire. There are several fragments

in the Shwui King chit (in forty books), commented on by

Id Tau-yuen, who lived, as Hwui-sang did, under the later Wei.

These fragments have been reunited in the geographical work of the

celebrated Lin Tseh-sii.

IV. Td-t'dng Si lilt Ki Memoirs upon the

Si Yih composed under the great Pang dynasty. In 12 books.

This work, making 585 quarto pages, the most extensive and the

most important of its class which has reached us, was compiled
Irom Indian books in compliance with an imperial decree about the

year 645, by Iliuen-tsang a Budhist monk, with the title of

Sdn-tsdng-fdh sz’
|gf gj))

Doctor skilled in the knowledge
of the three collections (in Sanscrit Pripitak&tch&rya), and enlarged
with his personal observations on the countries he had traversed.
The work was afterwards put into more elegant Chinese by the

Shamanean Pien-ki ^ arid still again submitted to a new
revision, because Hiueii-tsang, having spoken only the different
dialects of India for nineteen years, had lost the habit of writing his
own tongue with the desirable accuracy and beauty.

™e biography of Jliuen-tsing is. found in the Kill Pang shu

B )U If or first Almals (,f the T*Atig dynasty
;
the Budhist ency-

clopaedia Fdh-yuen-chu-lin 0 ^ (| ib . 38, fol. 2, and lib/

VOL. xvu. no. xi. 73
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39) gives an itinerary a little different from that in his work
;
finally

we may read in the Shuh-kdu sang Ch'uen Hf hi) fe (
lib - 4

and 5), a biography of this monk, and a sketch of his voyage. Ac-

cording to the Catalogue of the library of Kienlung (lib. 71, fol. 7),

t liis traveler visited 183 kingdoms. This number is confirmed by

the Yuh Hai, where another author judges that Iliuen-tsing visited

only 140 kingdoms, and speaks of 28 other countries according to

the traditions or accounts of his contemporaries. He devoted the 8th

and 9th books to the description of the kingdom of Magadha. In

this work “ he describes the manners and customs, the ceremonies,

the dress, the extent of foreign countries, the products of the soil,

the commerce, and the industry of the inhabitants, and enlarges

especially upon historical facts, political and religious events, monu-

ments and legends, the sects, and the works suited to make known

Budhism and Brahminism.”

The different portions of the Ta-t'ang Si Yih Ki are distributed

according to their geographical arrangement in the Pien-i-lien, only

there is omitted the important description of Kapilavastu. Happily

we possess two different editions of this work where the geographical

notices are arranged in the order which the author bad adopted. A
second copy of the imperial edition has been sent by me to China, in

order to cut and print a text perfectly identical, wkh which I pur-

pose accompanying the translation and commentary which I have

been preparing for many years.

V. K'tfi-fdh kau sang Ch'uen

According to the Chin-i-tien (Description of the sacred books of

Gandjour and Dandjour, lib. 10, fol. 43), this work, forming two

books, was composed under the T'ing dynasty, in the kingdom of

Shili-lifo-chih (Sribodja) washed by the south sea, by the Sha-

manean I'-tsing^ on his return from the kingdoms of the Si Yih.

The author relates the life and travels of fifty-six Budhist monks from

China, Cochinchina, and Siam, who, under the great T'ing dynasty,

went into India to study the doctrines of Budha. Many of them fell

sick during their painful voyage, and were unable to return to their

country. Towards the end he gives a detailed account of the con-

vent of Karandaka. Mi Twinlin tells us (lib. 227, fol. 16) that the

monk T-lsing went to India under the emperor Chungtsung of the

Tung dynasty (between a. n. 686 and 6S9). The greater part of the

editions have the words, “compiled by imperial decree,” which shows
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the confidence enjoyed by this writer, and gives great value to his ac-

count, which is double in extent to that of Fkh-hien.

VI. K'i-nieh Si Yih Hing-ch' ing II E $ 'ft II Itine-

rary of the Journey of Ki-nieh to the Si Yih.

In a. d. 964, the emperor T&itsu issued a decree, obliging three

hundred Shamaneans to repair to India to seek the Shih-li ((jarira) or

relics of Budha, and the books written on palm leaves (see Journal

Asiatique, Aug. 1847, p. 103). They placed at their head a monk

named K'i-nieh
|,|| ]=^|, a native of Y&uchau, who returned in 976.

Among the manuscripts belonging to his convent was a work on the

Nirv&na in 40 books, and at the end of each he succinctly describ-

ed the circumstances of his voyage. This itinerary is found in the

Wh-chuen Luh ft $g, composed by F&n Ching-tiL A’
who lived under the Sung dynasty. The Wu-chuen Lull, which

forms two books, has been reprinted in the eighteenth section of the

great literary collection Chi-pu-tso-chai (in 240 vols.), in the Royal

Library. I will add, by the way, that the sixteenth section of this great

collection contains a long account of an embassy sent to Corea in

a. d. 1 124, entitled Siuen-ho fung sz’ Kau-li t'u King jgf

ft SI HI g.™ 40 books ' Sli K'
ir,g> & lhe author,

was one of the mission, and compiled the work and presented it to

the emperor on his return. The four volumes are divided into twenty-

eight sections, embracing the geography of Corea, the manners and

customs, the laws and regulations, the rules of etiquette, and the

route followed by the embassy in going and returning.

VII. Shih kid fang Chi jg jj{} ^
Description of the countries of India, illustrated by the preaching

of Sakyamuni

;

in 3 books; composed under the T'ang dynasty by

T&u-siuen a monk attached to the convent Si-ming sz’ plj

He lived a. d. 682-683, under the emperor Yungchun,

and is the author of several important works, c. g. of the Td-l'ang nii

tien luh, a catalogue of Budhist works in existence in his time, 4 vols
i

8vo.; of a supplement to the History of celebrated Shamaneans,

Shuh kau-sang Ch'uen, 20 vols.; and of the Fdh-yucn-chu-lin (or

Pearly forest of the garden of the law), a vast and valuable Budhist

encyclopaedia in 120 books, 40 vols. quarto.

VIII. Td-t'dng Tsz’-ngan sz’ san-lsang-fah sz’ Ch'uen
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it m.#h m& sp f* History of the doctor versed in the

three collections ( Tripitakatch&ryya), attached to the Benevolent

convent under the T'kng dynasty.

The monk mentioned by this title is Hiuen-tsfing. As far as I can

judge from long fragments inserted in the Fdh-yuen-chd-lin, lib. 38,

39, this work is less the history of the celebrated traveler, whose

work we possess, than a description of his journey through India
;

it

differs in many places from the original account, and might serve to

explain or develop the other. We see in the Kdi-yuen-shih-kidu-luh

(Catalogue of Budhist works existing under the T'fing dynasty in a.

d. 713-742), book 20, fol. 33, that this work, which forms two vo-

lumes, was composed under the same dynasty by the Shamaneans

H wui-li, &.C., who were attached to the convent called Si-tai-yuen sz’.

This is still in existence, and like the preceding forms part of the

Chinese edition of the Dandjour (the second Budhist collection in

240 vols. fol.), which the Russian government has just caused to be

purchased at Peking, at the same time with theGandjour in Chinese

(the first collection in 108 vols. small folio).

IX. Hwdng-yu S'l Yih l
f
u Chi 1.31® J£B&. Description

of the countries of the west
,
subject to China, with maps.

This work in 52 books, compiled by imperial order, appeared in

1763, divided into 20 sections. 1st. Four books eulogizing the

conquests of the emperor. 2d. Three books containing an examina.

tion of the charts, numbering twenty-one, to which are added twelve

ancient maps. 3d. Two books of tables showing the political and

territorial divisions, and changes in the names of countries since the

Tsin and Han (249 n. c.) down to the Yuen and Ming (a. d. 1647).

4th. Degrees of latitude and longitude, two books. 5th. Limits and

frontiers, twelve books, described under four hi or circuits: viz., A.

Ngdns'i Nan Lu
,
comprehending all the districts beyond the barrier

called Ria-ku kwan. B. Ngdnsi Peh Lit, extending from Harm to

Barkoul, and including Ouroumtsi. C. T'ien-shda Peh Lu, or

Songaria, reaching from Kur-kara usn to TarbagatM; Lit is a de-

pendency. D. Fien-shdn Nan lu ,' or Eastern Turkestan, and extend-

ing from Pidjan to Khoten, comprising all the Mohammedan tribes.

6th. Mountains, four books. Beyond the barrier Tumen kwSn extend

chains of mountains, and large rivers, covering a distance of 1 100 If,

are seen flowing down; as it y-as not possible to divide the chains of

mountains and the rivers so a? to give them to their appropriate
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country, they have been placed in special sections. 8th. Civil and

military magistracies, two books. 9th. The army and fortifications

with the forts and military stations, one book. 10th. Military colonies

and their administration, two books, to which are added tables of po-

pulation. ll-13th. Tributes and imposts, monetary systems, schools
;

three books. 14th. Principalities conferred by imperial decree, two

books. 15, 16th. Manners and customs, and music, two books. 17th.

Clothing and cloth, two books. 18th. Indigenous productions, one

book. 19th. Countries situated beyond the frontiers, whose inhabi-

tants follow the Chinese calender and pay tribute, three books. ‘20th.

Historical miscellanies, two books.

According to the great Catalogue (book 60, fol. 47), whence we
have drawn the preceding details, “ this work was compiled by im-

perial command, not only to fill up the gaps of the ancient annals

and treatises of geography, but also to rectify the errors which might

have escaped the historians of the different dynasties.” The table

given above may lead us to judge of its high importance; but to the

best of my knowledge it exists in no European collection of Chinese

works, and up to the present time I have not found it in China. The
plenipotentiary Lin Tseh sii extracted largely from it for his treatise

on geography published in 1844.

The official character of this work gives it an imposing authority;

and we hope that these details will inspire sinologues residing in

China with the desire of obtaining it in order to communicate to the

learned world, by their personal efforts, or by sending it to Europe,

the substance of the precious documents which it contains upon the

history, statistics, and geography of the Sr Yih.

Works upon the Si Yih whose existence is uncertain.

Many works are described in the Yuh Hdi (book 16) and other

collections, or quoted by Chinese authors, without stating whether

the extracts they give have been taken by them from the originals,

or whether they are fragments preserved by tradition. If mission-

aries living in the interior of China woujd collect the .titles of the

following works, and make careful inquiries for others of this class

which may be buried in the great libraries of China, they would

confer no little service to oriental literature.
t

'• f i .

I. Sui Si yih t* u Ki jjlj JjJ/
jj|jj

=£* Memoirs upon the

Si Yih, with maps, published under the Sui dynasty. 3 books.
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In (a. d. 60), as the people of the different kingdoms of the Si Yih

came to traffic at Ch&ng-yd the emperor ordered Fei-kii

to Protect ^em in their commmercial transactions, to over-

see them, and study their manners. He made researches into the

barbarous kingdoms of these merchants, their manners and customs,

their mountains and rivers, and the means of bringing their coun-

tries under subjection. It was then that he composed the above

memoirs, in which he described 44 kingdoms. He also made a

collection of geographical charts
(
ti t'uam ). He recognizes

three principal routes; namely, the northern route, which began at

T-ngo

;

the middle route, which began at Kau-c/tang (which later

became the country of the Oigours)
;
and the southern route, which

began at Chcn-chcn (now the desert of Makhai), and at Khoten.

Under the same dynasty appeared

II. Sui Si Yih Chi
|j|j

j?Ej ^ Geographical and statistical

description of the Si Yih under the Sui dynasty
;
in 2 books.

III. Sui Si Yih tau-li Ki |?| ^® M lE Memoirs upon

the distances by road in the countries of the Si Yih, composed un-

der the Sui dynasty
;
in 3 books.

IV. Sui chu fan kwoh Ki ^ j^|
Memoirs upon

foreign kingdoms, composed under the Sui dynasty; in 18 books.

V. Wang Yuen-tseh chung Ticn-chuh king Ki HE. 7C f}^
|=|I Memoirs of the journey of Wang Yuen-tseh into

central India; in ten books.

In a. d. 648, the emperor sent into India, a high functionary

named Wing Yuen-tseh. The account of his journey may be found

in Ma Twanlin, (Journal Asiatique, Aug. 1847, p. 107). On his

return he published the above work. The Yuli Hai quotes farther,

VI. Citing Sz’-chang Si Yih tan li Ki Hr S|

Ip Memoirs of Ch'ing Sz’-chdng upon the distances on the

roads of the Si Yih ;
in 3 books.

VIE. Wei flung -ki Si Yih fling Ki ^ ^ IS © ^3? IE
Memoir of Wei Hung-ki on his journey into the Si Yih. The two

preceding works were published under the T'dng
;
the circumstances

attending their composition are unknown.
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VIII. St nan hdi chu fail Ki H if) 'A i# IS IE Memoir

upon the foreign kingdoms watered by the western and southern

seas; in one book.

This work was composed under the T'&ng dynasty, (between 074

and 076) by a prefect named T4 Hi-tung, who had been sent on a

mission beyond the seas. He left Chih-t* u Jt., and went as far

as Kien-na ;
he traversed sixteen kingdoms, and has describ-

ed, in this little work, all the circumstances of his voyage.

IX. Tang Si Yih lit Chi
jgj ^ jg] ^ Geographical and

statistical description of Si Yih, with plates and maps, published

under theT'dng dynasty; in forty books.

After subduing the countries on the west of China, the emperor

Kau-tsung sent by different routes, officers whom he commissioned to

explore Kang-kid (Sogdiana), and Tu/i-ho-lo (Turkestan). They

made researches into the manners, customs, and productions of the

countries, and remitted to the emperor various memoirs accompanied

by drawings and plates. The final compilation of this work was

confided to the historiographers of the palace, under the direction of

King-tsung% 7JV
It was terminated aud presented to the emperor

a. d. 658. The learned, adds the encyclopaedia, commend it as a

work filled with rich materials.

X. Si Yih t'd Ki ^ ||j] pQ Memoirs upon the Si Yih,

with plates and maps.

In a. d. 061, the emperor established departments and districts

in the province of Toh-ho-lo (Turkestan). Wang Yuen, who was

sent there as commissioner, presented to the emperor Kautsung the

above work, and besought him at the same time to establish in the

sixteen states which composed it, governors of departments and

districts.

XI. Si Yih Chi, luh-shih kiuen ; Hwcih t'u, sz’-shih kiuen

Description of_ Si

Yih in sixty books, with forty books of drawings and maps.

This work, in one hundred books, was compiled by a great number

of official writers, in consequence of a decree issued in a. d. 006.

(Seethe Budhist encyclopaedia Fah-yuen-chd-lin, book 119, fob 23.)

IS M®mo >rs upon the Si Yih.XII. Si Yih Ki
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Composed between a. d. 713 and 742, by Kai Ki£-hwui iji

witli the title of Ngdn-si-tuh-hu, i. e. protector general, charged with

the pacification of the west.

XIII. Si Yih t
l u

iSij
Geographical charts of Si Yih.

About a. d. 666, the emperor commanded that the distances on

the roads in the foreign countries subject to China should be made

known to him. Wang Chung-sz’ jjj* ^4*
jjjpjj,

president of the

Board of Promotions, answered it by presenting to him the above

maps, which relate to sixteen kingdoms. The historical compila-

tion, called T’ang-hwui-yau, gives the same details, but reduces

the number of kingdoms to twelve.

XIV. Shih Tau-ngan Si Yih Chi ^ ^ ^ gEj ^ ^
Description of Si Yih by the Shamanean Tdu-ng&n.

This work is quoted in the encyclopaedia Yuen-kien-lui-han, pub-

lished under the emperor Klnghi in 1710, book 316, fol. 10.

According to the work Chin-sang Ch'uen (book 2, fol. 1 ), T&u-ng&n

was a native of Ch'&ng-shan in Ctiehki&ng. His ancestors had always

belonged to the literary class. Having lost his parents while young,

he was brought up by his elder brother. From the age of seven he

was gifted with such a memory that after reading a piece of com.

position twice he could repeat it by heart. His precocity was the

admiration of his neighbors and fellow-citizens. He embraced Bud-

hism at the age of twenty, and became the intimate friend of the

Budhist Fuh-t'u-ching |tjj} (whose life Remusat has given

in the Universal Biography of Michaud). He died in a. d. 385.

We here see that Tau-ngan preceded Fah-hien, author of the Fuh

Kwolt Ki. It is nvich to be desired that his geographical descrip-

tion, from which the Pien-i-ticn, printed in the time of Kanghi,

quotes numerous fragments, might have survived to onr time; it would

doubtless furnish us with interesting materials to enlighten and ex-

plain the somewhat dry details left' us by Fahf-hieii.

XV. T'ien-chuh pun Ki ^ ^ ^
This title, which' should signify the history of India, is found in a

list of works cited at the beginning of the literary encyclopaedia Tsien

kioh lui shu, in eighty volumes. I know nothing of the Budhist

monk who composed this work, or upon the epoch when he published

it, but think that the title is abridged, and ought to read Fuh yu

Tien-chuh pun Ki
fjj} M History of the excur-
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sions of Budha in India. This work, which 1 have seen several

times mentioned, may be the same as the Shih yit King

the sacred book of the Ten Excursions of Budha, which still forms

part of the Chinese Dandjour.

XVI. Tang Tung Si Yili Chi,^^ jgj J1$^ Description

of the Si Yih, by Tung who lived under the T'ang dynasty.

This work is quoted in a modern descript ioiPof Canton, entitled

Kwangtung Sin-yu.

XVII. Shuh Hincn-tsang Chucn, B ^ Continuation

of the account of Hiuen-tsfing., author of the T <LT' ang Si Yih Ki.

See above, first section, No. IV.

There are several fragments of this work in the encyclopaedia

Tien-chung A'i,^ t}3 book 36, fol. 10.

XVIII. Shih Kwang-p' in shang T ien-chuh Chi, /|| f~*

~±I description of India by the Shamanean Kwting-p'in.

The word shang, to ascend, indicates that the author himself

traversed the countries which he has described. This work, and the

following, are mentioned in the bibliographical section of the imperial

supplement to M4 Twdnlin, book 171, fol. 8.

XIX. Chang Chi-tsai Tung T ien-chuh mtih Chi,

%!* 0 Description of Eastern India by Chting Chi-tsai
;
in

8 books.

The author in employing the expression tnuh chi'0
riL >

“
a

description dc visu,” wishes to say that he had seen with his own

eyes the countries described in his book.

These are all the geographical works relating to the Si Yih, which

1 have seen mentioned or quoted in fragments in Chinese authors,

and the existence of which seem to me1

uncertain. If this article

should reach any missionaries in China, who are near the great

libraries, or should it come to the members of the Russian mission at

Peking, they will doubtless be interested' in making or ordering- active

researches, in order to discover if possible the greater part of these

important works. We may hope that their enlightened zeal will be

able to discover what still exists, either in the imperial collections, or

in the libraries of Budhist convents, where the indifference of the

Chinese for what regards foreign countries would not unlikely leave

them buried.up.

VOL. xva. NO. XI. 74
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Art. 111. Reading the Sacred Edict
,
a system of instruction

adopted by the Chinese government for the moral belief t of the

common people.

Eloquence and oratory, in the common acceptation of the terms,

are but little cultivated among the Chinese
;
and, so far as we know,

they do not constitute a distinct branch of education. Practically,

however, they can not but exist among a great people, organized into

a body politic as in this country, where the interests of individuals

must often urge them to make every possible effort to speak well,

or at least so as to produce effect. Even the beggar in the streets,

pinched with hunger, will employ all his powers rehearsing pitiful

tales, in order to excite sympathy in his behalf. Venders of wares

will sometimes vociferate in a most persuasive manner when ex-

patiating upon the qualities of their curious and valuable commodi-

ties, as they go from street to street. The kiang ku chi, old story-

tellers, frequently exhibit great powers of speech, detaining for

h mrs listening crowds collected around them, and receiving for

their pains a cash from such of their auditors as are willing to pay

that pittance.

In the various offices and Boards, discussions must frequently oc-

cur, in which the interests of individuals will prompt them to use.

their utmost powers to speak so as to carry others with them iu

opinion and in action. To speak well on all such occasions—that

~ is, to employ words in such a manner as shall secure the desired

end—this is eloquence— this is oratory : and of this there is much in

China. And even the rulers, averse as they are and always have

been to popular assemblies, employ something of this kind with a

view to instruct the people. “ On investigating the meritorious na-

tional statutes,” says the editor of the Sacred Edict, “ it appears

that, whoever holds the office of local magistrate, is bound, on the

first and fifteenth of every month to assemble the army and the people,

and proclaim to them the Sacred Admonitions.” The following

extract from a letter, dated Shanghai, Sept. 23d, 1847, will show

something of the manner of doing it.

“I have just returned from hearing Chinese preaching, or what answers to

preaching better than anything else I have yet seen among the Chinese.

You know that oil thelstand 15th of every' month, the local officers through-

out the empire are required to repair to the municipal temples, and then,

after having worshiped the deity enshrined therein, and the emperor, are
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thereto have the Sacred Edict brought out in state, and read to the assembly

of the people and soldiers. This ceremony I have just had an opportunity

of seeing.

.

“ At a quarter past 5 o’clock this morning, in company with some friends,

I started for the Chin^-hwtns^ midu, the residence of the tutelary god of

Shanghai. Entering the city by the Little South gate, and by the way calling

for three other gentlemen, we all reached the temple some time before six

o’clock. A multitude of devout idolaters had already collected, and most of

them were busily engaged in performing their religious rites—making prostra-

tions, offering incense, &.C., &c. The officials not having arrived, we stroll-

ed through the different apartments of the temple, upstairs and downstairs,

among all sorts of shrines and images. This temple is not only the largest

in Shanghai, but has the reputation of being inferior to none of the kind in

the whole empire.

“ In a little while the chief magistrate arrived with his retinue, and was

soon followed by the colonel, accompanied by three subalterns, who all re-

paired immediately to the presence of the presiding divinity, in the centre of

the great hall, and on their hassocks went through with the three kneelings

and nine knockings of head. As soon as they had retired into a side apart'

ment, a broad yellow satin curtain was suspended in front of the god

whom they had worshiped, and under it, projecting forward, a small altar was

erected upon a table. Before this little altar, a small yellow satin screen

was placed, designed, as I suppose, to hide from vulgar eyes something in-

tended to represent imperial majesty. In front of the small yellow screen

Were placed pots of burning incense* and close behind them was a small

box. These things being arranged, the same was duly announced to the

officers, who returned and repeated the ceremonies which they had already

performed. Then, while they were still standing before the representatives

of imperial power, an aged man, dressed in official robes, came forward, and

with all becoming gravity took up the little box from the table, raised it as

high as his chin in both hands, and then turned and carried it out of the

t-emple, and laid it on an elevated table in front of the great hall. Another

man now came forward, mounted the platform, opened the box, and took out

a small volume. This was the Sacred Edict, and he the appointed orator for

the morning. He commenced and read on most unconcernedly, the officers

having retired and a rabble gathered around, attracted evidently more by the

presence of half a dozen foreigners than by the eloquence of the orator, or

the importance of his subject.

“ The Sacred Edict, or Shiner Yu you will remember was writ-

ten originally by the great emperor Kanghi in sixteen sentences : these were

amplified by his imperial son Yungching, and afterwards paraphrased by

one of the emperor’s ministers, “ a salt mandarin,” as Dr. Milne calls him.

Anxious to see and hear, and imitating the forwardness of the Chinese, I

mounted the low platform and took my position close behind the orator, and

the man who bore the little box— both of whom were standing. In this position
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I had a good opportunity of hearing and witnessing the effects of the elo-

quence. It was reading, and nothing more, in a rapid and distinct, but not

very elevated tone of voice. The number of listeners could not have ex-

ceeded sixty, though the temple and court in front of the hall were thronged.

“ Neither the officers, nor their principal attendants were present to hear

the reading, but were enjoying themselves with tea and tobacco in one of the

side apartments. The five classes—scholars, soldiers, farmers, merchants, and

mechanics—were all in turn addressed by the orator, for so it was written in

the book
;
but few or none of them were present. The audience consisted

almost wholly of vagrants, idle people who were loitering about the place,

beggars, and truant boys. The sentence selected for this morning was the

tenth,

Wii own nieh 2 ling min chi,

$ $ H n
Mind your-own business, to setfle the people’s will

or, in other words, “let each one attend to his own profession, so that the

minds of the people may be fixed, and each one remain quiet and contented

in his own sphere.” Reading the paraphrase on it occupied the orator about

ten minutes, when the book was closed, put in the box, and that replaced

again on the table before the little screen; the officers in attendance im-

mediately took leave of each other, and returned to their chairs, we at the

same time making our exit.”

An extended notice of the Sacred Edict (better named Sacred

Commands) will be found in Vol. I, page 297, it seq., where the

rule respecting this semi-monthly exercise is given
;
but in order to

complete this notice of its actual performance, we subjoin Milne’s

translation of the Paraphrase on the maxim read on this occasion.

A perusal of it will fully account for the little interest taken in the

exercise by the people.

The sense of his imperial I\) ajesty is thus. When Heaven produced you, a

fixed occupation was appointed to each, as the radically important means of

supporting your persons and families. Therefore, though there be not an

uniformity among men, some being intelligent and others ignorant, some

strong and others weak, yet there is not one who has not his proper work.

Seeing then that there are employments for all, let all attend to them, in or-

der, first, that they may support themselves; and, secondly, that they may be

useful in the world. When people have from their infancy, thoroughly learn-

ed and practiced their employments, when they grow up, they become habi-

tuated to them. Being habituated to an employment, if for a moment they

wish to change it, they can not. This is what Mencius callpd “ The endur-

ing subsistence and what our sacred ancestor, the benevolent Emperor, calls

i. The essential occupations.” They are of pri rile importance. The learned,

husbandmen, mechanics, merchants, and soldiers, though not of the same class,

vet, each attending to his own calling, t|iey unite. Would you have the body

to labor, the mind must first decide. The business being determined upon, the

mind will not fluctuate. One of the books of the ancients says, that, “ Wanting

to do a thing well, the whole rests on determination of spirit—wanting to enlarge

it, the whole rests on diligent labor.’.’ This expresses that an employment is of
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equal importance with our very life and pulse. If then an employment be
equal to our very life and pulse, why are there in the world, those wandering
lovers of leisure ? Among these men there are several diseased classes: as,

first, the slothful, who, though they commit not any glaring evil, yet delight

to trifle, and love to enjoy themselves. These, undoubtedly, are proper ma-
terials for the begging trade; secondly, thieveSj_who care only to eat well and
dress well. When persons in a family are accustomed to thieving, they regard
not life, neither will they reform. To a certainty, either the heads of these

persons are materials for public exposure [after decapitation], or their faces for

the branding-iron : thirdly, the pettifogging lawyers, who having learned to

write a few sentences of an accusation] move people to litigations. Should
they, after having completely annihilated the cdnscieijice, give in wrong state-

ments and bear false witness, they may indeed gain a little money
;
but this is to

regard only the present moment. When their crimes are full, they themselves
must suffer punishment, and their posterity being accursed, will become rob-

bers and strumpets : fourthly, banditti, who connect brotherhoods, form bands,

rush on to atrocious enterprises'; and, meddling with affairs not their own,
excite others to quarrel, and then assist them therein. These most certainly are

materials for the jail and the cangue.
These perverse characters it is unnecessary to enlarge further upon.

Scholars, farmers, mechanics, and merchants, although they all have their pro-

per employment
;
yet, after continuing long, become tired of them. Seeing

Others gaining money and prospering, they instantly become envious and am-
bitious, change their own old employment, and follow after a new one- Per-

haps they are led astray by listening to, and believing others
;
or, perhaps, sup-

posing that a bad fate has attended them, they first hesitate, and then lay aside

their business altogether, when advanced half way. What they should not do,

that they do. What they should not think, that they think
;
by and by mental

resolution completely fails, and nothing can be effected. The mind is confus-
ed, and the business ruined. Is it not a pitiable case ? But they consider not
that the employments of man’s life, not excepting a single one, may all hit the
mark. It is solely because men become idle, that a prosperous business is

soon ruined. Were they diligent and humble, occupation would shortly be-

come profitable. But there must be imprisoned firmness of decision, exertion
of the whole mind and strength in acting, and unceasing perseverance even
to old age. This is the way to carry on, with effect, the essential occupations.
His Imperial Majesty only wishes the ways of your families to be prosperous,
and without ill success. You should all rigorously exert yourselves. 'J’jie

li terati should learn with care, and act with caution
;

all the year, and all the
day, study books, and converse of propriety, and not anxiously covet fame.
If they be successful, apply

;
and if they be unsuccessful, apply. The ancients

were used to say, “The more I study, the more unlikely 1 seem to be success-
ful; what have I to do with fate? The more unlikely I am to be successful,

so much the more diligently will I study ; what has fate to do with me ?” Siutsai
who thus vigorously apply themselves to their proper work, will, in the
family, be good sifitsdi

;
and, when advanced to office will prove instruments

of great utility.

Ye husbandmen, do not vex yourselves about dry and wet seasons. When
you have to reap, sow; and when you have not to reap, sow. There is a good
old saying, “if planting the field be not successful, there will be but one
year’s poverty.” It was also said, “The farmer should not, because of a bad
harvest, lay aside the plough.” To sum up the whole, in the spring, sow ; in

harvest, reap; and do not lose the seasons. Be sparing of the grain ; do not
lavishly waste it. Prepare in good time for. years of scarcity, and pay in the
taxes at the proper terms. Plant all the field

;
leave not an inch uncultivated

;

let your whole strength be spent in this [leave none of it unexerted. This is

the way to complete your employment.
You, mechanics, should observe the seasons, and provide materials in good

time
;
morning and evening practice, and striye to excel

;
be not of those that

have three minds and two ideas, [i. e. who gq qbout in hesitation]. The art
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which ancestors have handed down, let their posterity adhere closely to.
Having learned that art from childhood, continue to labor at it to the end.
This explains the attention of mechanics to their employment.

You, mqjxhants, should inquire diligently respecting the state of commerce.
Buy cheap and sell dear; but bejust, and do not cheat people. When profits
are numerous, act; and when profits are few, act. The proverb speaks to the
point, “"Seeing men in haste, do not seek to overtake them.” It is also
said, “ Though detained ten days at the head of a cataract, in one you may
traverse the nine provinces.” This shows the attention of merchants to their
employment.
With respect to you, sojdiers, to attend in the eamp is your employment. To

charge the musket, fly on the war-horse, draw the bow, and perform military
evolutions, constitute your work ! let these all be thoroughly learned. Practic-
ing in the ranks, let all your motions be perfectly regular. When commanded
to till new land [to support the army in a campaign], exert yourselves to break
up the waste ground. Commanded to go on guard, exert yourselves to watch
with vigilance. Marched to the borders of the empire, exert yourselves to
guard that important spot. Commanded to keep watch on the coasts, exert
yourselves to understand the favorable and unfavorable changes of wind and
tide. Thus you will complete your employment.

Besides these [five classes already addressed], there is a class of poor people
who have neither lands to till, nor money to engage in commerce

; and who
do not understand any of the mechanical arts. You must unavoidably hire
yourselves as day laljoyers, in order to obtain a living. Your backs must
bear, and your shoulders carry. Only be honest and diligent, and you will
not lack either food or clothes. The proverb says, “ Each single spire of
grass has the dew of a spire of grass allotted for its nourishment.” It is also
said, “ The birds of the wilderness are without provisions, but heaven and
earth are wide.” Would it not then be strange to suppose that you should
not rest in, and discharge the duties of your station ?

But it is not t^ie men only
; women also have their proper work. You must

dress the flax, spin the cotton, embroider with the needle, and weave sarsenet,

gauze, silk, and grasscloth. Why should you prefer the pearls, gems, gold and
silver which you see some possess ? Go and make shoes, stockings, and
clothes; and for these you will get money and grain in exchange. Be atten-

tive to your employment, and your thoughts will not hesitate. Observe the

people of the age, whether men or women
; if they do not rest in their own

sphere, and mind their own duty, but love to eat good things, to wear fine

clothes, to sit at ease and go about idling, they will do a great many things

contrary both to propriety and to rule. The ancients said well, “ When idle,

the thoughts become lascivious.” If a person become habituated to idleness,

the thoughts of his heart will then walk in the road of corruption.

The whole of these evils arise from indeterinination of the will. The first

step is slothfulness; the next, covetous desire of other people’s comforts
;
and

the man, having forgotten his business, will without all doubt proceed to wick-
edness. robbery, corruption, lasciviousness, and every species of crime, till he
transgress the law of his sovereign, and commit unpardonable offences. How
lamentable is this !

Now consider
;
in the world there is no employment that can be accomplish-

ed with perfect ease, and there is none that may not be accomplished. But
men must attend to it with a patient and persevering mind

; then every one
may be able to settle in life, and acquire a little property.

ft was well said by the ancients, “ Were you to continue patiently in la-

bor, then a large mortice iron may be rubbed down to be a small needle.

Were your heart determined, you might cut a channel through a mountain,

for the waters of the sea to communicate with the fountains of the earth."

Now, do not you think that to rub down a mortice iron to the size of a needle,

and to cut a channel through a ipopplain for the sea to pass, are very difficult

things’’ Yet with continued jabor, and a determined mind they may be

effected How much more men’s employments! Were there a determined
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timid, and continued labor, what might they not accomplish ? The tiling

of first importance for man is, to rest satisfied with the decree of fate. To he
convinced that the decree of fate is immutable, will greatly ease and quiet the

inind. Go, under the influence of this consideration, and attend to your em-
ployment. Go not about [in hesitation], doing this, that and the other thing.—
Do not become lazy, and weary of laboring. Be ever diligent. Do not, on
any account, covet self-enjoyment and idleness. Be honest and rest contented
in your own sphere. 1 had rather tlial people should despise me as a rustic

villager, than that I should desire the affluence and ease of othprs.

Let the learned study; the husbandman plant; the mechanic labor; the

merchan t trade
;
and the soldier mind his military duly. Let each one do Ins

own business
;
each one fullfil the duties of his own office. Then you will

continue in a connected line, the employment of your ancestors before you,
and deliver it down to your posterity after you. All will rejoice and mutually
enjoy the blessings of national prosperity. Then the gracious and abundant
wishes of our sacred ancestor, the benevolent Emperor, will be accomplished

;

(,he anxious hope of his present imperial Majesty’s full heart respecting you
will be satisfied. How delightful such a change !— pp. 199-209.

Art. IV. Illustrations of Men and Things in China: Religious

education of children ;
gambling on the price of cash ; seals ; leaf

pictures.

Religious education is ea rly commenced by parents in this coun-

try, and it is not often that a company of adults alone is seen wor-

shiping in a temple or at an altar; the ancestral ritual, especially^

requires the worship of the whole family. 1 remember to have seen a

father once teaching his son the ceremonies observed at worship, and

was much struck with his seriousness. The shop had been arranged,

and a table at the upper end held the sacrifice of pork, rice, fruit,

and other things, deemed to be not less inviting to the spirits than

to their worshipers, laid out in order. Both the man and his son

were dressed in their holiday robes, and the boy, about six years old,

was going through his prostrations upon a mat placed at the entrance

of the shop in the narrow street, his father standing over him, and

prompting him in the several parts. If he went wrong, he was made

to begin again, and go through the whole, until every act of bow-

ing, kneeling, and knocking head, had been performed aright, and in

its proper order. The boy at first was'a little disturbed by a fo-

reigner looking at him, but after two or three attempts was rewarded

by his father’s approval, and erelong, no doubt, by a portion of the

good things lying on the altar. A missionary mentions a similar in-

stance, in which he saw the parents and grandparents of a child,

not much more than a year old, watching him go through the acts
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of worship. His father placed him on a stool upon his knees before

an idol, and laying one hand on his back as he supported him with

the other, caused him to perform a multitude of prostrations. It is

not alone in China, but the world over— it is human nature—when

parents place any trust in their gods, they begin early to teach their

children the rites of worship
;
but I never heard of parents in China

sacrificing their offspring to please and propitiate their deities, as

has been done among so many other heathen nations.

Gambling is practiced among the Chinese, in almost every man-

ner known, and with an energy that might be better directed.

One mode not unusual among jobbers is to speculate on the price

of the dollar in cash, on the same principle that brokers in western

cities buy on time. Two persons agree in the presence of wit-

nesses, that one shall pay the other on a given day the difference

between the present and prospective value of a certain number of

dollars, one party to pay if the price fall, the other if it rise. A mis-

sionary mentions that one day his teacher came to him, saying that

his brother was involved in a debt of fifteen hundred dollars, from

having agreed, in this mantier, to pay the difference in the price of

twenty thousand dollars
;
and he wished the foreigner to extricate

him from his difficulty by giving out at twenty thousand dollars had

just arrived,—a piece of news that would instantly bring the market-

price down, and save his brother’s credit. “ Your word will be

readily believed by every body,” says the native to the writer of the

incident, “ and the price of the dollar will fall immediately. By

doing this act of kindness, you will be doing good, for otherwise a

great many who have been involved in this same way will certainly

destroy themselves; and it would be a meritorious deed to tell a lie

in order to save their lives.”

Seals, among the Chinese, are made in many shapes, though the

importance attached to them as attesting the validity of documents

is hardly so great as it is among the Arabs or Persians. Motto

seals are not uncommon, the characters of which are written in some

one of the ancient forms, usually the chuen tsz' (from this use called

the seal character), and are generally illegible to common readers,

and even to educated men’ if they have not studied the characters.

Seals containing names are more frequently cut in the common cha-

racter, and ordinarily upon stone
;
the mineral employed more than

any other is a species of zeolite, called almagatholitr, or figure stone,

which, from its softness, imbibes the oil in the ink, and gives off a

fair impression.
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The Family Gems contains a selection of motto seals cut in the

ancient character, from which we have chosen a few as examples of

the style of cutting, and the sentiments commonly admired.

Iff

n

The sleeping moon.

A W.MMUII ca dliuatuil 111 II1CII Olldf/t/ w

ment written in them. The cash (the symbol of wealth) intimates

that its possession is as good as all knowledge; the wine cup refers

to the pleasures of the wine bibber; and the new moon to the com-

aneucement of an affair, or the crescent-like eyebrows of a fine lady.

A
I HI

A
±

Time! Time! T will never return. Man is between, heaven is above-

The first of these is written in an ancient and irregular character,

the second in a very square and linear form of the seal character.

The reference in the last is to the cosmogony of the Chinese, which

teaches that heaven and earth produced man, who is between them,

and should therefore be humble.

%e\\ i'^-|l~£<)o(| ft n
ft it

Pleasure is pleasure, this learn': When the moon shines upon the
Learning is learning, make it a pleasure, stream, ascend the terrace.

VOL xvil. NO. XI.
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In t h 3 first, the characters with iines beneath are to be repeated,

in order to complete the sentence. The characters of both these

are chum tsz' of different ages; the second approaches the original

ideographic forms. In this one, which reads ^
I lie snn among t lie clouds,” the middle character is a

very contracted, running hand, while the other two are

ancient forms. The following sentences are used as

mottoes, selected, like the preceding, from the Family Gems.
Continual contentment is to know when you have enough.
Re joice in the doctr lies of the sages.

Who has equal happiness!

He who is good is happy.

He who loves moonlight sleeps late.

1 think fame and profit are not like leisurely ease.

Wine hits the mark of joy.

Opposite the wine cup, then sing.

There’s nothing like having a glass of wine in the hand.
The more ignorance die more bliss.

The liquor sign is a bait for youth.

A great reader speaks little.

Paintings on leaves are sold by the Chinese under the name of

po-tai sha. They employ the leaves of two or three trees for this

purpose, choosing those which possess a close network of nerves,

and are rather fleshy. The freshly picked leaves, put under a slight

pressure, are laid in clean water, which is changed dailv for about a

month, until t he fleshy part of the le af is entirely macerated and

washed out, leaving only the reticulated nerves. The skeleton leaves

are dried under a slight pressure, and the interstices filled with

ag.u-agar varnish, when they are ready for the painter.

Akt. V. Journal of Occurrences : Violent gale; meeting of the

Medical Missionary Socitty; truth annual, meeting of the Morri-

son Education Society; American commissioner ; Act conferring

judicial powers on American, officers.

A o a i.k occurred on the 6lh and 7th of last month along thecoasl, which though
not as disastrous in its effects as the one recorded in the last number, seems lo

have taken a wider sweep. It did not exhibit all the features of a lyfoori in that

the wind veered only between N. E and N W., and did not go around lo S.

E. or S. W ., this rotatory motion of the wind being, we believe, peculiar to the

tyfoon strictly speaking. The gale passed along the coast, and extended as

far as Manila. The Hongkong Register contains extracts from the logbooks
of three vessels, each of which were in it, and from these extracts we gather

a few data respecting the course and violence of the gale.

“The Audax, capt. Sullivan, on the 7lh Oct
,
had the wind blowing heavy

from N. N E., with a confused sea ; barometer 29.50.; at 8 a. m., increasing

gale
;
furled most of the sails and sent down the yards ; baroin. 29.4U, and

falling; 9 a. M chose reefed the foresail. At noon, by a bad observation, hit,

i2 94' jN., long ll7° 20' E At midnight, gale increasing, barom 29.JU
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“ Sunday, Rth Oct. At 1 £ a. m., schooner under bare poles
; at 3.J A M

i
a SPa

broke on board, carrying away the bulwarks along the whole waist, gig and
long-boat, stripping the copper off from weather bow to quarter, and taking
the skylight and after-hatch from their combings; one man was killed and a

lascar washed overboard, barometer broken, and the guns and caboose only

left on deck. At daylight, blowing a hurricane, hands employed in clearing

the deck, and pumping', at noon, threw the guris overboard to ease the vessel
;

at midnight, the wind blew harder, and roared like thunder.
“ Monday. Daylight, the sea much confused, vessel lying over very much

;

at 10 a. m. thrown on her beam ends, when the mainmast was cut away; one
European washed overboard, the sea making a clean sweep over her. At
noon, the tempest at its height, schooner much pressed with the foremast, only,

almost under water; hands lashed to the pumps. At 4 p. m., the sea subsided
a little, at 6, the wind shifted to N and began to moderate; at 10 p. m., wind
N. VV

.,
and gusty

;
at inindnight, hard N. Wtly gusts, clearing up. On Tues-

day noon, position was lat. 10° .55' N., long. 1 16° 15' E. From Saturday noon,
she had drifted 172 miles S by VV. J W,; the gale commenced at N., veering to

N. N. E. during the first 12 hours ;
then steady at N. E. up to 4 p. m. of the 9th,

when it hauled back to N ,andN. VV by midnight, when it began to moderate."
The Mazeppa was nearer the coast, and in sight of it several times. “ Sat.

Oct. 7th, a. m., barom 29. fit)
;
noon, 29.55; lat. 29° 50' N., long. 116° 25' E

;
3

p. m., barom. 29.40, and falling
;
sunset, cape of Good Hope bearing N. by E. S

E, distant 10 miles
; 7 p. m. barom 29.40 to 29.30. Oct. 8. Wind IN. N. u. E.;

barom. at daylight 29.35; midnight, 29. 20 wind blowing furiously and rainy,

sea cross and high, constantly breaking over the vessel. Oct. 9. Wind N.,
steady and blowing hard

;
daylight, barom. 29.25; 10 a. m 29. 21

;
at 1 l.J a. m.

schooner nearly on her beam ends, hove the lee guns overboard, cut away top-

mast and topsail-yard, and lightened the decks as much as possible. Oct.
10th. Gale decreasing; at daylight, wind N

,
and N N. VV. at noon ;

lat. 2^j°
42' N

,
long I 16° 3' E. Wind JN1. VV. During the gale, the schooner drifted

133 miles S by W. ^ W ,
or two miles an hour, the wind veering fron N. N.W to N. E, going back to N. W. as it moderated.’’

The H. C. steamer Plilegethon on her way from Manila to Hongkong made
less severe weather. The wind at 1 a. m. on the 7th, was N. by E

;
at 8, N.

.N E.; at II JN. W ; at 2 p. m. N. VV. by VV
,
still increasing; barom. 20. 56.

Oct. 8. wind at N N W. to N. W. during the day, not much rain
;
position at

noon, lat. 19° 17' N. long 1 12° 33' E., sea very turbulent, and at 4 p. m. hove to

under double reefed main trysail and storm fore-staysail. Oct. 9. VV i o d at

daylight N. VV. by N
; at 10 a. m. went on with lee wheel. Noon, strong gale

from N. W , lat. lri°40'N. long 113° 40' E.; barometer 29.03. At 1 p. m.,

weather still thick, barometer falling, and only two days’ coal aboard, she
returned to Manila, where she arrived on the 1 4th . H M. brig Childers was
driven on the Prata shoal on the 10th, and carried over the ledge by a wave into

smooth water where she lay 15 days; her mainmast was gone boats mostly
washed away, and guns thrown overboard Site was safely extricated from this

dangerous situation, and brought into Hongkong.
The Medical Missionary Society held its Annual Meeting at the Chinese

Hospital, on Friday the 10th instant, the Rev. V. Stanton in the chair. The
following Resolutions were carried unanimously :

1st. Proposed by Mr. Macy, and seconded by Dr, Balfour,—That the reports

of the Hongkong and Ningpo Chinese Hospitals, just read, be published in the

Transactions of this Society.

2d. Proposed by Dr. Hersehberg, and seconded by the Rev. Mr Gilfillan,—
That the secretary transmit the thanks of this Society to the ladies of Hack-
ney for the medicines forwarded by them for the use of this hospital.

3d. Proposed by Mr Tarrant, and seconded by Dr. Hersehberg,—That a

grant of $200 be voted to Dr. Macgowan. for the use of the JNingpo Hospital.

4th. Proposed by Colonel Pit i 1
1
potts, and seconded by Mr. Matheson.—That

the proposal of Dr. Hobson to be united with this Society be referred to a
Committee, consisting of Dr. Balfour, Mr. Mackean . and Dr. Legge.

5th. Proposed by Mr. Matheson, and seconded by Dr. Dill,—That the meet-
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ing having hoard the statement which has now been given by the Rev. V.

Stanton concerning the correspondence of the special committee with Dr.

Parker, are convinced that all has been done which could rightly be attempted
to re-unite him and his connections to the Society, and that it is not desirable

to prosecute the matter further. This meeting therefore resolve to accept the

resignation of the special committee, and to close the negotiation.

bth. Proposed by Dr. Dill, and seconded by Colonel Phillpotts,—That the

thanks of this meeting be given to the special committee for the trouble which
they have taken in trying to re-unite the dissentients of this Society.

7th. Proposed by Dr. Balfour, and seconded by Mr. Macy,—That an rangear-

ment be entered into jwith an apothecary’s establishment in London for the

regular transmission of medicines for this Hospital at stated periods of the year.

The following gentlemen were elected office-bearers for the ensuing year :

T. R.-Colledgk, m. d., f. r. s. f.. President.—D. Matheson Esq
;
W. David-

son, Esq ;
Rev. V. Stanton.; Dr. Balfour; E. C. Bridgman d. d. Dr. Mor-

rison ;
Vice-Presidents.— Rev. M. Gii.fillan. Corresponding Secretary.— Dr.

Herschberg. Recording Secretary.—T. W. L. Mackean, Esq. Treasurer.—
T. D. Neave, Esq. Auditor. R. Dill, Rec. Sec.

Victoria, 11th November, 1848.—

[

China Mail, Nov. 16.

The Tenth Annual Meeting ef the Morrison Education Society was held in the

school-house at Hongkong, on the 4th inst. The Treasurer, D. Matheson,
took the chair, and addressed the audience at some length on the peculiar cir-

cumstances, arising from the diminished support given to the Society, under
which the meeting took place. He stated that the Society was the offspring of
the foreign community in China, and had the strongest claims upon their sup-
port

;
that as this was given or withheld, so must the Institution stand or fall

;

and concluded by expressing a hope that the great work which the Society
had so well commenced and steadily pursued, would not be suffered to stop now
that its beneficial results were beginning to be apparent.

The Report of the Trustees, that of the Treasurer, Mr. Macy’s, and that of

the Examining Committee, were successively read, and accepted and ordered
to be printed. Some slight alterations in the constitution were passed, relating

chiefly to the annual meeting to be held hereafter in the last month ofthe Chi-

nese year, to the number of office-bearers, and to quarterly meetings of the

trustees. The second Resolution was as follows:
“ That the office-bearers of this Society do use their utmost endeavors, collective-

ly and individually, and in such manner as to them may appear best, to obtain subscrip-

tions in China and among parties at home friendly to this institution
;
and that every

individual subscriber be requested to use his best exertions to obtain funds in support of
this institution; and further, that a strong appeal be made to Government and the East

India Company, sotting forth the high claims that the empire of China has ori their

governments, which derive so large a revenue from its commerce.”

This resolution gave rise to considerable discussion among the members
present, in the course of which it was agreed that as the principal ofthe Mor-
rison Fund was available to paying off any debt the Society might incur by

continuing its operations for another year, it was better not to fetter the trus-

tees by any restrictions, but leave it to their discretion to call a general meet-

ing of members whenever they deemed it necessary.

The thanks of the Society were also given to Messrs. Harland, Hobson and

Herschberg, for their kindness in gratuitously attending those pupils who
have been sick during the past year. The officers for the ensuing year were

then elected, and after a vote of thanks to the Chairman, the meeting adjourn-

ed to attend the examination of the scholars. We shall try to give the most

important portions of the Reports read at this annual meeting in the next

number; the Morrison Education Society has peculiarly strong claims for

support, and although most of its founders have left China, we can not think

that their successors care less for the improvement of the people among whom
they sojourn, or will refuse to perpetuate the work they so well begun.

The American Commissioner has received several communications from

the governor-general during the past month, and the correspondence between

them is conducted in the most courteous maimer. In the notice of the inter-
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view given in the last number (p. 543), we were in error in calling the place

a warehouse, for though llowqua formerly hah one there, and the term chan

fang was used by the governor, the present establishment is a fine suburban

residence, and several official meetings have already been held there. The
U. S. ships Plymouth and Preble are to visit Manila during the coming

month, H. E. the Commissioner and Commodore Geisinger both going over

for a visit. We hope these functionaries will visit all the northern ports be-

fore the ships of war leave the China seas. By the last mail, the following

act defining the powers of the United States officers in China was received,

which we insert.

An Act to carry into effect certain provisions in the treaties between the United

States and China and the Ottoman Porte, giving certain judicial powers to minis-

ters and consuls of the United States in those countries.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled

,

That, to carry into full effect the provisions

of the treaty of July third, eighteen hundred and forty-four, with the Chinese

empire, the commissioner and the consuls of the United States, duly appointed to

reside in China, shall, in addition to the other powers and duties imposed upon

them by the provisions of said treaty, be vested with the judicial authority herein

described, which shall appertain to the said office ol commissioner and consul,

and be a part of the duties belonging thereto.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted. That, in regard to crimes and misdemeanors,

the said public functionaries are hereby fully empowered to arraign, and try, in

the manner herein provided, all citizens of the United States charged wit h offences

against law, which shall be committed in the dominions of China, including Ma-
cao, and, upon conviction, to sentence such offenders in the manner herein au-

thorized
; and the said functionaries, and each of them, are hereby authorized to

issue all such processes as are suitable and necessary to carry this authority into

execution.

Sec. 3. And be it further enacted, That, in regard to civil rights, whether of

property or person, the said functionaries are hereby vested with nil the judicial

authority necessary to execute the provisions of said treaty, and shall entertain

jurisdiction in matters of contract at I he port where, or nearest to which, the con-

tract was made, or at the port at which, or nearest to which, it was to be execut-

ed
;
and in all other matters at the port where, or nearest to which, the cause of

controversy arose, or at the port where, or nearest to which, t fie damage com-
plained of was sustained—any such port abovenamed being always one of the five

mentioned in the treaty; which jurisdiction shall embrace all controversies be-

tween citizens of the Ur.'ted States or others provided for by said treaty.

Sec. 4. And be it further enacted, That suoh jurisdiction in criminal and
civil matters shall, in all cases, be exercised and enforced in conformity with the
laws of the United States, which are hereby, so far as is necessary to execute said

treaty, extended over all citizens of the United States in China, (and over all

others to the extent that the terms of the treaty justify or require,) so far as such
laws are suitable to carry said treaty into effect

; but in all cases where such laws
are not adapted to the object, or are deficient in the provisions necessary to furnish

suitable remedies, the common law shall be extended in like manner over
such citizens and others in China ;

and if defects still remain to be supplied, and
neither the common law nor the statutes of the United States furnish appropriate
and suitable remedies, the commissioner shall, by decrees and regulations which
shall have the force of law, supply such defects and deficiencies.

Sec. 5. And be it further enacted. That, in order to organize and carry into

effect the system of jurisprudence demanded by said treaty, the commissioner,
with the advice of the several consuls for the five ports named in said treaty, or
so many of them as can be conveniently assembled, shall prescribe the forms of
all processes which shall be issued by any of said consuls; the mode of executing
and the time of returning the same; the manner in which trial shall be conducted,
and how the records thereof shall be kept ; the form of oaths for Christian witness,
es, and the mode of examining all other witnesses ; the costs which shall be al.

lowed to the prevailing party, and ihe fees which shall be paid for judicial services
to defray necessary expenses

; the manner in which all officers and agents to
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execute process, and to rarry this Act into effect, shall be appointed and compen-
sated ;

the form of bail bonds, and the security which shall be required of the party

who appeals from t he decision of a consul; and generally, without further enu-
meration, to make all such decrees and regulations from time to lime, under the

provisions of this act, as the exigency may demand , and all such regulations, and
orders shall be plainly drawn up in writing, and submitted, as above provided, for

the advice of the consuls, or as many of them as can be consulted without pre-

judical delay or incovenicnce, who shall each signify his assent or dissent in writ-

ing, with his name subscribed thereto; and after taking such advice, and con-

sidering the same, the commissioner may, nevertheless, by causing the decree,

order, or regulation, to be published with his signature thereto, and the opinions

of his advisers inscribed thereon, to become binding and obligatory until annulled

or modified by Congress, and it shall take effect from the publication or any
subsequent day thereto named in the act.

Sec. 6 . And be it further enacted. That all such regulations, orders, and
decrees shall, as speedily as may be after publication, be transmitted by the com-
missioner, with the opinions of his advisers, as drawn up by them severally, to the

President, to he laid before Congress for revision.

Sec. 7. And, be it further enacted

,

That each of the consuls aforesaid, at the

port for which lie is appointed, shall be competent under the authority herein

contained, upon facts within his own knowlege, or which he has good reason

to believe true, or upon complaint made, or information tiled in writing and
authenticated in such way as shall be proscribed by the commissioners, to is-

sue his warrant for the arrest of any citizen oi'the United Stales charged with
committing in China an offence against law ; and when arrested, to arraign

and try any such offender; and upon conviction, to sentence him to punish-

ment in the manner herein prescribed
;
always meting out [punishment] in a

manner proportioned to the offence, which punishment shall, in all cases,

except as is herein otherwise provided, be either fine or imprisonment.

Sec 8. And be it further enacted , That any consul, when sitting alone for the

trial of offences, shall finally decide all cases where the fine imposed does not ex-

ceed one hundred dollars, or the term of imprisonment does not exceed sixty days,

and there shall be no appeal therefrom, except as provided in section eleven of

this act.

Sec. 9. And be it further enacted, That when sitting alone he may also decide

all cases in which the fine imposed does not exceed five hundred dollars, or the

term of imprisonment does not exceed ninety days; hot in all such cases, il the

fine exceeds one hundred dollars, or the imprisonment exceeds ninety days, the

defendant may, by complying with the requirements in cases of appeal, carry the

case before the commissioner by appeal.

Sec. 10, And be it further enacted , That whenever in any case the consul shall

he of opinion that, by reason of the legal questions which may arise therein, assist-

ance will he useful to him, or whenever he shall he of opinion that a severer pu-

nishment than those above specified will he required, he shall, in either case, sum-

mon one or more citizens of the United States, not exceeding four in number, but

in capital cases not. less than four, who shall he persons of good repute and com-

petent. to the duly, to sit with him in the trial, and who, after so sitting upon the

trial, shall each enter upon the record his judgment and opinion, and sign the same.

The consul shall, however, decide the case ; but if his decision is opposed by the

opinion of one or more of his associates, the case, without further proceedings, to-

gether with the evidence and opinions, shall be referred to the commissioner for

his final adjudication, cither by entering up judgment therein, nr remitting the

same to the consul with instructions how to proceed therewith; but in all such

cases, except capital offences, if the consul and his associates concur in opinion,

the decision shall be final.

Sec. 11. And be it further enacted, That the consuls aforesaid, and each of

them, at the port for which he is appointed, shall have jurisdiction, as is herein

provided, in all civil cases arising under said treaty, wherein the damage de-

manded dors not exceed the sum of five, hundred dollars; and it lie sees fit to de-

ride the same without aid. bis decision thereon shall be final ; but if in his judg-

ment anv case involves legal perplexities, and assistance will be useful, or il the

damage demanded exceeds five hundred dollars, in either such case it shall be his
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duty to summon to his aid not loss than two, nor more than three, citizens of Ihc

United States, of good repute and competent to the duty, who shall with him hear
any such case; and if the consul and his associates concur in opinion, the judg-

ment shall be final
; but if the associates, or any of them, differ from the consul,

the opinions of all shall be noted on the record, and each shall subscribe his name
to his assent to, or dissent from, the consul, with such reasons therefor as lie

thinks proper to assign, and cither party may thereupon appeal, under such regu-

lations as may exist, to the commissioner
; but if no appeal is lawfully claimed,

the decision of the consul shall be final and conclusive.

Sec. 12. .4h</ be it further enacted

,

That in all cases, criminal and civil, the

evidence shall be taken down in writing in open court, under such regulations

as may he made for that purpose ; and all objections to the competency or cha-

racter of testimony shall bo noted down, with the ruling in all such cases, and
the evidence shall be part of the case.

See. 13. And be it further enacted, That the commissioner of the United States

shall, in addition to his power to make regulations and decrees, as is herein pro-

vided, be fully authorized to hear and decide all cases, criminal and civil, which
may come before him under the provisions of this act, and to issue all processes

necessary to execute the power conferred upon him ; and he is hereby fully em-
powered to decide finally any case upon the evidence which comes up with it, or to

hear the parties further, if lie thinks justice will be promoted thereby
; and he may

also prescribe the rules upon which new trials may be granted, cither by the con-

suls, or by himself, if asked for upon justifiable grounds.

Sec. 14. And be it further enacted. That in all cases, except as is herein

otherwise provided, the punishment of crime provided for by tins act shall be by
fine or imprisonment, or both, at the discretion of the functionary who decides the

case, but subject to the regulations herein contained, and such as may hereafter

be made. It shall, however, be the duty of each and every functionary to allot

punishment according to the magnitude and aggravation of the offence, and all

who refuse or neglect to comply with the sentence passed upon them shall stand
committed until they do comply, or are discharged by order of the consul, with the
consent of the commissioner.

Sec. 15. And be it further enacted, That murder and insurrection, or rebellion

against the Chinese government, with intent to subvert the same, shall be capi-

tal offences, punishable with death
; but no person shall be convicted of either of

said crimes unless the consul and his associates in the trial all concur in opinion,

and the commissioner also approves of the conviction
; but it shall always be law.

ful to convict one put upon trial for either of these crimes of a lesser offence, of a
similar character, if the evidence justifies it ; and when so convicted, to punish
as for other offences, by fine or imprisonment, or both.

Sec. lb. And be it further enacted. That whenever any one shall be convicted
of either of the crimes punishable with death, as aforesaid, it shall be the duly of

the commissioner to issue his warrant for the execution of such convict, appoint-

ing the time, place, and manner ; but if the said commissioner shall be satisfied

that the ends of public justice demand it, he may, from time to time, postpone
such execution; and if he finds mitigatory circumstances which may authorize it,

may submit the case to the President of the United States for pardon.
Sec. 17. And be it further enacted. That it shall be the duty of the commis-

sioner to establish a tariff of fees for judicial services, which shall be paid by such
parties, and to such persons, as said commissioner shall direct

;
and the proceeds

shall, as far as is necessary, be applied to defray the expenses incident to the
execution of this act; and regular accounts, both of receipts and expenditures,
shall be kept and laid before Congress bv the commissioner annually.

Sec. 18. .rind be it further enacted, That in consideration of the duties herein
imposed upon the commissioner, there shall be paid to him, out of the treasury of

the United States, annually. Ihc sum of one thousand dollars in addition to h : s

salary ; and there shall also be paid, annually, to each of said consuls, for a like

reason, the sum of one thousand dollars in addition to consular fees.

Sec. 19. And h- it further enacted. That, in all criminal cases which are not
of a heinous characier, it shall bo lawful for the parties aggrieved or concerned
therein, with the assent of the commissioner or consul, to adjust and settle the

same among themselves, upon pecuniary or other considerations.
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Sec. 20. And be it further enacted. That it shall he the duty also of the com-
tnissioner and the consuls to encourage the settlement of controversies of a civil

character by mutual agreement, or to submit them to the decision of referees

agreed upon by the parties, a majority of whom shall have power to decide the

matter. And it shall be the duty of the commissioner to prepare a form of sub-

mission for such cases, to be signed by the parties and acknowledged before

the consul ;
and when parties have so agreed to refer, the referees may, after

suitable notice of the time and place of meeting for the trial, proceed ex parte, in

case either party' refuses or neglects to appear ; and, after hearing any case, may
deliver their award sealed to the consul, who, in court, shall open the same; and
if he accepts it, he shall endorse the fact, and judgment shall be rendered

thereon, and execution issue in compliance with the terms thereof : Provided ,

however, That the parties may always settle the same before return thereof is

made to the consul.

Sec. 21. And be it further enacted
, That the comm ;ssioner and the consuls

shall be fully authorized to call upon the Chinese authorities to sustain and sup-

port them in the execution of the powers confided to them by said treaty, and on
their part to do and perform whatever is necessary to carry the provisions of said

treaty into full effect, so far as they are to be executed in China.

Sec. 22. And be it further enacted
,
That the provisions of this act, so far as

the same relates to crimes committed by citizens of the United Slates, shall extend

to Turkey, under the treaty with the Sublime Porte of May seventh, eighteen

hundred and thirty, and shall be executed in the dominions of the Sublime Porte,

in conformity with the provisions of said treaty, by the minister of the United

States, and the consuls appointed by the United States to reside therein, who are

hereby ex officio vested with the powers herein contained, for the purposes above

expressed, so far as regards the punishment of crime.

Sec. 23. And be it further enacted , That the word commissioner, when used in

this act, shall be understood to mean the persons vested with and exercising the

principal diplomatic functions in China ; and the word minister, as meaning the

person vested with the powers of chief diplomatic functionary of the United States

in Turkey. The word consul shall be understood to mean any person vested by
the United States with, and exercising, the consular authority in any of the five

ports in China named in the treaty, or in any port in Turkey.

Sec. 24. And be it furthir enacted. That all such officers shall be responsible

for their conduct to the United States and to the laws thereof, not only as diplo-

matic functionaries and commercial functionaries, but as judicial officers when
they perform judicial duties, and shall be held liable for all negligences and mis-

conduct as public officers. ROBT. C. WINTHROP,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.

DAVID R. ATCHISON,
President pro tem. of the Senate.

Approved, August 11th, 1 R 18, JAMES K. POLK.
United States of America, Department of State.

To all to whom these presents shall come, Greeting: I certify that the

foregoing is a true and complete copy of “ An act to carry into effect certain

provisions in the treaties between the United States and China and the

Ottoman Porte, giving certain judicial powers to ministes and consuls of

the United States in those countries copied from, and carefully collated

with the original roll on file in this Department
In testimony whereof, I, James Buchanan, Secretary of State

of the United States, have hereunto subscribed my name, and

caused the Seal of the Department of State to he affixed. Done
at the city of Washington this twenty eighth day of August, a.

n. 1848, and of the Independence of the United States the seven-

ty-third. James Buchanan.
Legation of the United States, Canton, 29th November, 1848.

' By direction of His Excellency John W. Davis, Commissioner of the

United States of America to China, the foregoing Act is hereby published

for the information and guidance of citizens of the United States, visiting, or

residing in, China, Peter Parker, Sec. of Legation.

L. S.
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